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FOREWORD

There is nò community service which ha's shown a more phenomenal
growth during the past quarter of a century than the organization
of clinical facilities for the adjustment of ,behavior and personality
problems of children. The terms "child-guidance clinic," "psychi-
atric clinic," "behavior clinic," "mental-health Clinic," and other
terms having a similar connotation are familiar to all who have
any responsibility for the diagnosis and treatment of children's diffi-
culties. In 1896 the fitst psychological clinic in the United States
was established at the University of Pennsylvania, and the year
1909 saw the first psychiatric clinic for children organized in Chi-
cago. Since that time the number of communities served by psy-
chiatric child-guidance clinics has reached a mark that probably lies
somewhere between 650 and 700. Among the interested agencies are,
of course, the schools, the guidance function of which is outstanding.
Yet the limitations of budgets, both in school and community admin-

.

istration, have all too often seemed to prohibit the development of
a program which has been recognized as desirable.

In May 1988 the Commission& of Education invited to Washing-
ton a group of specialists who were activelfiengaged in work of a
clinical nature, with particular rilation to child-guidance programs
in school systems. The purposes and findings of that conference are
presented in chapter VI of this bulletin. Among the services which
the confereees requested that the Office of Education takie under con-
sideration was the Keparation of material for publication describ-
ing the types of clidical organization for child guidance under way
in communities and school systems of various sizes: Such a publica-
tion, it was thought, might stimulate school administrators and other
Civic leaders, in tommunities in which no definite fòrm of clinical
organization as yet exists, to seek possibilities for iervioe in this
field. Moreover, by showing trends of organization to date, one
may point out the direction which future development is likely to
take.

-#

meet theThis bulletin is an attempt to request of the conference.
It does not purport to make a complete survey of clinical organist-
dons in operation, but rather 'to present illustrative practice, folind
in some of the States, counties, and cities in which the principles of
child guidance have taken deep root. It reflects the deliberations of
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VI FOREWORD

the conferees as well as the data assembled by the Office of Educa-
tion &rough the use of inquiry forms. It shows, first, certain or-
ganization plans followed on a State-wide or a county-wide basis;
then proceeds to the efforts being made in small communities; next,
to programs in cities of moderate size ; and, finally, to a considera-
tion of the opportuniti..: of a large city. There has been no intent
to describe in detail methods of procedure or types of diagnosis and
treatment. These are the responsibility of the specialists in charge
of the local program after it is organized, and it is assumed that
those appointed will be capable of discharging that responsibility.
Only the broad lines of organization and relationships are sketched,
in order that those who are interested may see how a foundation can
be laid for the development of an effective program.

To all who have supplied information through conferences, re-
sponse to inquiry forms, or correspondence, the Office of Education
extends grateful appreciation. The citie's, counties, and States ré-,
ferred to in the successive chapters constitute only a small propor-
tion of the total number- of communities in which clinical service
for children is under way. It is believed, towever, that the pro-
grams presented are illustrative of the various types that are being
operated with a direct relationship to the schools of the community.

BREI8 GOODYKOONTZI
Assistant Commissioner of Education.
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CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD
GUIDANCE WITHIN THE SCHOOLS

CHAPTER

THE PLACE OF CLINICAL SERVICE IN THE SCHOOL PROGRAM

THE TERMS "clinic" and "clinical" focus immediate attention
upon the individual and his problem. Originally applied to

medicine, they have now become identified *with numerous other fields
in which effective service is dependent upon a close diagnostic rela-
tionship between client and the person or persons qualified to give him
expert advice. The successive steps involved in giving full clinical
service to any individual are examination, diagnosis, and treatment,-
with the necessary follow-up to check and to insure results.

GROWTH OP THE CLINICAL POINT OF VIIM IN EDUCATION

In the schools the emphasis upon clinical service has emerged
as the result of a number of interlocking factors. Always present to
a certain extent in a constructive relationship between teacher and
pupil, it has received its greatest impetus during the past quarter of
a century. The inauguration of the use of mental tests, the attendant
discovery of the wide range and diversity of capacities among school
children, and the intensive efforts to provide for individual differences-
and needs have in themselves partaken largely of the clinical ap-
proach in education. The widespread emphasis upon intelligent and
sympathetic pupil guidance as a major function of the school has
contributed substantially to the furtherance of clinical measures.
The acceptance of the concept of the "whole child" as the object of
attention, with all its inextricably interwoven implications, has neces-
skated a clinical study of individual cases. Classroom teachers have
become more conscious of the need of malcing adjustments for specific
pupils. teachers and special class teachers tiave been ap-
pointed to handle serious instrudional difficulties. Sc/Wol counselors,
visiting counselors, and visiting teachers with experience hi both edu-
cation and social work have found a place in the school system to
study and to assist in adjusting pupil problems with particular atten-
tion to the interrelationship of community, school, and home. Health
lind medical spepiaiiita, psychometrists, and psychologists have been
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2 CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCE

added to the school staff. The services of all these people have been
indicative of the increasing importance placed upon the clirOcal
aspects of the educational program.

Situations arising outside the elementary and secondary schools
have likewise been responsible for' the growth of clinical assistance to
cihildren of school age, and these have had their part in stimulating
die schools to further action. dommunity, State, and national proj-
ects have been undertaken which are directed toward the prevention
of crime and psychosis. Widely publicized research findings have
pointed to maladjustments in childhood as ,forerunners of serious
delinquenCy and personality disturbance& Authorities in mental,
hygiene have emphasized the importance of detecting and adjusting
incipient propems of behavior and of thus obviating the danger of
their becoming acute. Teacher-trairiing institutions have begun to
make students recognize the importance of mental health jn their own
experiences and in the lives of thitir pupils. Private enterprise has

. subsidized clinical programs in demonstration centers, some on a
temporary basis, others as continuing agencies.

Thus, coming h&c' both within and without the educational ranks,
significant influences have been at work to concentrate attention upon
the clinical 'point of view slid upon cliffical practice in the schools.
It is not surprising, therefore, that school administratOrs should be
looking for ways and means to make better use of the Possibilities for
clinical service which they may already have in their midst and to
add to them other services in an ory: nized fashion.

TYPES ,01? CLINICAL' ORGANIZATION

The desire for an organized plan of work has led to a variety of
programs designed specifically to adjust behavior problem§ of pupils
and more generally to help teachers to apply the principles of mental
hygiene in the classroom. Yet, iinmediately one is faced with ques-
tions of definitions and relationships. -What is a,"behavior problem"?
When tioeed&ki educational probl vi Ilea behavior problemi H.ow,
is a particular child's behavior related to his physical condition! To
his mental capacityor school achievenienti To hts home situation or
ether environmental faitors I Can a clinical program for behavior
problems be divorced from the total school guidance program! Or

. .trom r Y or spe-
ci013ts must be I: 1,yed toe cariy on' a I 1 progiain I these and
other questions' love caused mica) co i s to school administrators
who are geariinely interested 'develop 1 ' an elective clinical.service,
and no one knows ,the find answers to - s Thei *trying answers
that have been givens:5o well as the financial resources at hanfIL-ari.
reflected Ili' die varying tym of prganistioni pet up, ranging from
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CLINICAL ORG NIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCE

the simplest plan of
clinical staff of speciali
, In small 8chool 8y8t 1718.---In

3
eration among a limited personnel to a fuil

a socially minded a
clinical assistance w
bility for the pro
a school counsel
physician who h
may have to 1
cialized service
more general
organization,

some cases one school psychologist or
ndance worker may offer the only hope of

thin the school system, and hence the responsi-
m devolves upon him. In other cases it may be
or a visiting teacher; in still others a school

had psychiatric training; and in others the school
entirely to an outside cooperating agency for spe-

depending upon members of its regular staff for the
nalysis of the problem. Thus, without complicated

one or two qualified persons may, at least in a small
school systerii, initiate a program that Will make a significant con-
tribution to the clinical adjustmentof pupil proble.sis, including those
of behavior.

citia of moderato size.----Virhen existing facilities permit a some-
what more extensive staff, problems of organization loom larger, and
they become increasingly complex with the increasing size of the city.
A clinical unit may be established in the division of guidance, or
the department of pupil personnel, or in the child-stiidy department.,or in the psychological division, or in the health service, or in the
division of special' education, or it may exist as a seParate entity withits director responsible immediately to the suPerintendent or to anassistant superintendent in charge of a group of related functions.Mere is no pattern of organization which ,;an be offered as a model
for all communities.

So far as can be ascertained at the present' timel however, the larg-est number- of clinical units organized within school systems of
moderate size have been made integral parts of the total guidanceprográm of the school. In such cases guidance is interpreted, not inthe narrow sense of vocational counseling but as a broad service forthe personal adjustment of all types of individual problems within thescópe of school consideration. Problems of behavior or social mal-adjus4nent coxistitute only one of these types. The director of guid-ance in the school system of a city of some 86,000 inhabitants pointsout that the guidance movement "developed out of the need to helpthe adjustment of the individual child within the large-scale, stand-ardized system of education. Problems of educational adjustment,problems of attendance and behavior, and finally various social prob-lems tie the sphere of the guidance bureau or clinic activity." 1 Repro-sontative of this point of view, we find variously named divisions ofthe school system discharging allied functions of guidance and clinical

Mira Jamb. The itiettak of the and guidance burin [wane& Mutational111011114 111* t 1111410, Dammam 937
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CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCt

service. Among the titles used tire division of guidance, placement,
and personnel ; attendance and guidance department ; guidance com-
mittee ; department of pupil adjustment ; department of child account-
ing and adjustment; department of pupil personnel.

In large school systems.--In the largest school systems of the coun-
try one may expect to find a tendency to perform the respective guid-
ance functions indicated here through sepat;t:e bureaus, with an
°attempt to coordinate services through administrative relationships.
One school system, for example, in a city of more than 300,000 in-
habitants, carries on its individual guidance services through six
coordinate divisions of the superintendent's office staff, namely, (1)
the visiting teacher department; (2) the child study and special edu-
cation department ; (3rthe department of educational and vocational
guidance ; (4) the attendance department; (5) the parent education
and childdevelopment department; and (6) the physical education
department.

In cities of this size the clinical services for behavior problems may
still be considered part of a larger program of study for all children.
With such an arrangement the "child study department" or the
"psychological clinic" which serves the entire school population serves
also through intensive study the serious cases of maladjustment. It
reserves the right to determine the nature and the extent of the exami-
nation to be made and the treatment to be given in accordance with the
need of the child. The reason for such an,arrangement is based upon
the close interaction of educational and social maladjustments and
upon the imperceptible gradation in the relative seriousness of be-
havior problem& So many factors contribilte to or are associated
with so-called "behavior problems" that it is impossible to isolate them
as a group until they have become rather pronounced. Through its
wider application to all the children of the school system, a depart-
ment of child study has the opportunity to exercise a preventive influ-en for many and a remedial effect- for the comparativay few who
need intensive measures.

In keeping with Ws broad conception of the clinical function of
the school program, the Educational Policies Commission of the
National Education Association describes the activities of the "child-

.guidance clinic" u follows : 2

The child-guidance clinic brings together the teacher, parent, attendance
worker, psychologist, and physician for consultation regarding the child
with problem& The genteel; of a psychiatrist Okay also be needed pn
occasion. The clinic ',Wiles the child from all fteis Reich* to discover
the roots of his [1 realties wbetkur they lie is abnormalith poor 'health:
mental miadjustment, emotional conflicts, bid home or school conditions,

e Tb ttecational Pond.* Comtioéess .44dal emics. aut tbeallehsolat Washington,
D. C., Natiostal Educatiso Aartiedsos. P. OS.
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CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCE

unwholesome friendships, or unfavorable community environment. When
the causes of trouble are identified the treatment is prescribed and the
case followed up through the appropriate agencies of correction.

()lithe other hand, in a few of the largest school systems, also, the
organization known as a "child-guidance clinic" limits its major
services to children of at least normal or approximately normal
intelligence who have displayed definite symptoms of a disturbed
personality or behavior maladjustment. This is in keeping with the
general conception of thee functions of such a clinic as held by the
National Co ittee for Mental Hygiene. A leading representative
of this orga tion has defined a child-guidance clinic as a "psychi-
atric clinic that cl psychologists and psychiatric social workers;
it is a clinic tha primárily with behavior problems of children
ranging fairly normally in distribution; it is as a rule community-
wide in scope; its services are of varying ,degrees of intensiveness,
but characteristically it is equipped to dovetail psychiatric, psycho-
logical, and social services into a single diagnostic statement and a
single plan of treatment." I

There is no real conflict between the two points of view presented
here. TI1 difference appears to be largely one of terminology. Edu-
cators and psychologists, on the one hand, and medical mental
hygienists on the other hand, are unanimous in advocating clinical
guidance for all school children, with psychiatric assistance when
needed. The former are likely to define "child guidance" in terms
of various types of adjustment procedures for all types of problems
found among school children. The latter tend to restrict it to
psychiatric and associated techniques used for the adjustment of
behavior or personality problems. In describing in this bulletin the
programs in operation in specific localities, the term will be deed as
it is employed locally.

avio
THE CLINICAL STAFF

Whatever the plan of organization used or the situation into which
the clinical unit for the adjustment of behavior problems must fit,
there are well-defined standards with regard to desirable personnel.
These have alreadv been implied in the foregoing discussion, and
they have been determined by an analysis of the influences acting
upon the child's 'behavior, which in general may be classified as
physiological, mental and educational, emotional, and social or
environmental.

The physician and the psycholog'ist.---For many school systems,
At point of departure in developing a clinical piogram in which all
or mortmar mow% ob. +fa

ettvonson, Oierg0 & Community clinks as training oaten for psychiatrists. Men-
toil hygiene, 18 : 03481, July 1934.
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CLINICAL ORGANIZATIOlsi FOR CHILD GUIDANCE

these influences are considered lies in the use of the time of school
physicians and school psychologists. The, school physician makes a
physical examination ; the psychologist administers a mental test.
studies the child's educational progress, and, if he is.qualified in- the
broader aspects of clinical psychology, he may go further in the
alkalysis of the child's abilities and personality as factors in mental
health and social adjustment. The findings of these two persons
alone may throw significant light upon the problem Fid point theway to effective treatment through curriculum adjustment, medical
service, or other means.

The case tworke4--A third type of service is also important,
namely, that represented by a visiting teacher, psychiatric social
worker,* or person with equivalent responsibilities. Contacts may
need to be made with the home, the home situation modified, com-
munity influences and resources studied, the child's environmental
problems interpreted to the teacher. A psychiatric social workeror a visiting teacher, who has had training and experience both in
classroom service and in social service, is well equipped for such
participation in a tlinical program. In the absence of such a worker,
certain school systems make an effort to secure the same general typeof service through special part-time assignments to regular teachersas "school counselors" or "visiting counselors" who are fitted by per-sonality and some training to carry on work of this kind. Reportsfrom many places indicate gratifying results under such arrange-

. ment, although one cannot, of course, expect the familiarity withsocial serv.ice techniques displayed by a specialist.
The poohiatrist.---The fourth type of service \which is essentialfor 'a complete clinical organization is that of the psychiatrist, withemphasis upon the application of psychiatry to the lives of children.The science of "child psychiatry" or "child guidance," as the termis used ,by psychiatrists, has evolved as an importaht brtiich of afield which originally was largely limited to the study and treatmentof mental disease ampng adults. The psychiatrist is a physicianwho has spe'cialited upon the study of the individual us a totalfunctioning organism, with äll the intricacies of relationship amongphysiological and emotional factors. The "ohild psychiatrist". is apsychiatrist who applies this spedalty to children. The tremendòus

grows#4 Of community child guidancecliiiies during the past 25 yearshas' to the need and, it is hoped, to the effectiveness of such

4.& "psychiatric metal worker" is a social worker who has had training Ls psychiatricteehtdole but without the 'pollee preparstioa ot ths psychiatrist. IA "Asking teacher,"as die tern is need hi Ma bullettáljv pormis who, with bodkins sootiest%-111104041111 th the modal 'lent of pupil problem
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CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCE

The psychiatrist, being medically trained, is equipped and some-
times prefers to make his own physical examination. In that case
the school physician may be relieved of this responsibility for the
multitudinoue demands of his regular professional duties. Some-
times an additional member of the clinical staff, in the form of a
pediatrician, assists the psychiatrist in the physiological aspects of
the work oi* carries it on for him.

Most school systems find it impossiblefind perhaps unnecessary
to employ a full-time psychiatrist. Only a fewin scarcely more
than a score of cities 5Pprovide even the part-time services of such
a specialist through their own budgets. In fact, the large majority
of fully staffed "child-guidance clinics" as defined by the National
Committee for Mental Hygiene---and there are more than 600 com-
munities served by them in the United Statesare organized as
private;community, or State agencies .outside the school system.

That school children should, have access to the services of such
clinics regardless of their sponsorship is admitted everywhere. Ryan 6
Says :

:psychiatric serVice of a high quality should be available for every modern
educational program. Without the scientific basis for understanding and
dealing with behavior represented by the psychiatrist and his training, DO
school can be considered to be meeting the all-round needs of human beings
in preseptday society. At present however, the range Is all the way from
the full-iime psychiatrist, as found in some school systems and in a number
of colleges and unileindties, to occapional consultant service that may care
for emergency cases but does not erect in any fundamental way the educa-
tional process; while the vast majority of schools and school sostems have
no psychiatric assistance whatever.

THE LARGER FUNCTIONS OF CLINICAL SERVICE

The immediate assistance to individual children who present prob-
ems of adjustment is not the daily function of the clinical organiza-
tion, and if it limits its program to this the clinic will fall far short of
its possibilities for service. "Tlie value of a clinic to a school system,"
says one specialist,/ "lies less in the benefit to the individual child
studied than in helping teachers to understand and treat all probleta
children in a more constructive manner." Another' considers it "im-
portant that the clinic shall be fpgarded not as a place to get rid of

s The Nadonale Committee for Mental Hygiene tits published a Directory of PeyoMetris
Clinics 1st the MAW &Stet, as et 1938, *lading those operating under the auspice: se
Boards a Education.

%ran, W. Carson. Mental Wank three* aducatios. New York, The Commonwealth
taste MI& Pp. 205-208.

!Wawa', H. W. The mows of child .goldases adapted to a public-school program
Mental *ilea% 18: 8112412, July 1934.

s Robinson, Brew B. Tbs place of the *IA ;Wanes disk in mental Ogles& 8111.p.
eitienal Method, 14: 1110--188, January 1931.
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CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCE

a problem, but as a place where additional understanding and help
may be received so that the responsible person can carry on his
work more successfully."

From the report of the directing psyciatrist of a child-guidance
clinic organized within a large city school sygem comes the statement
that "the clinic operates to remove obsticles (within or without the
child's personality) to education. It also has an educational function
in helping parents and teachers to understand and deal with children
ip wiser ways. It has the function of learning from the individual
cases seen what are the major sources of stress in the 'school system
and aiding in removing or modifying these for improvement of the
mental health of the average child."

Following out the implications of these statements, we conclude that
the clinic or clinical service, to be most effective, must be intimately
-related to activities in the school administrative offices, in the class-
room, and on the playground. School organization can be made to
contribute to mental health of both pupils and teachers, but it can
also contribute to their mental ill health. Classraim procedures mky
either help or hinder the program of mental hygiene. Principals and
teachers can reinforce the clinical service or they may through lack
of understanding undo all the clinic has accomplished.

It seems most essential, therefore, that these persons should be
brought into the clinical program and progressively learri how to
apply to school and classroom situations what the clinic is attempting
to do with individual cases. They may be given the %pportunity to
participate in clinical conferences, to enroll in professional courses
or discussion groups treating the application of mental hygiene to
education, to consult the psychiatrist personally upon individual pupil
problems, and to secure aid in adjusting some of their own problems.
In 'these and other ways the influenbe of the clinic may be extended
directly or indirectly to all the children in the school system. Prin-
cipals and teachers will thus become increasingly able to handle suc-
cessfully a number of the milder problems occurring, leaving the spe-
cialized seivice of the clinic for the more serious cases and for the
evor-continuing program of parent and teacher education. When this
happens, mental hygiene will really function in education, for it will
constitute an intrinsic 'part of every teacher's equipment for service.

Statement contributed by the Child Study Department, Public Schools, Minneapolis,
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APT.ER II

SOME STATE AND COUNTY PROGRAMS

In a recent article by George S. Stevenson, at that time Director of
the Division of Community Clinics of the National Committee for
Mental Hygiene, it is pointed out that "approximately 80 percent of
the service offered by child guidance clinics is offered to communities
with more than 150,000 population, whereas the smaller community,
the type that holds 75 percent of the population of the United States,
has had but 20 percent of the total service. Furthermore, this 20
percent has been conducted for the most part in a rather planless way.
This fact is crucial to the planning of State services kcause it defines
the unmet need to which the State may respond?"

The significance of this statement is obvious. If the children in
rural school districts and in small towns and cities are to have the
benefit of expert guidance services which will recognize and treat the
problems of personal maladjustment, such services will in most
cases need to come from a larger unit than that represented by the
school district in which the child is enrolled. There are several bases
upon which this larger unit can be organized. In the first place,
several neighboring districts can join forces ill establishing a clinical
program, thus sharing both the expense incurred and the time avail-
able. In the second place, a county program may be organized, de-
signed to serve every school district witla the county. In the third
place, the State may accept the responsibility, as Stevenson suggests,
for developing a State-wide system of child guidance clinics which
may extend their influence into every corner of its territory. As the
State is the major unit for educational provision, so it may likewise
become the unit for specialized child-guidance service to those whom
it would educate.

All three bf these procedures have been used, with varying plans
of action and with varying degrees of success. It is too early to
evaluate any one of them in conwarison with the others, for the
whole movement is still too young. The goal of each of them must
be to reach the needs of every child, whether in rural area or in
crowded city. Some of the organized efforts being ktade to do this

I* Stevenson, George S. Lines et development of child guidance clinics. Psychiatric
quarterly supplement, :1$ 111-48, January 19110.
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lo CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCE

are worthy of close examination, even though results may be as yet
admittedly inadequate. In this chapter, therefore, certain programs
will be described illustrative of State and county projects. Con-
sideration of city and joint city programs will be reserved for later
chapters.

THE STATE PROGRAM IN MAkSACHUSETTS'

Probably the most extensive clinical program on a State-wide basis
has developed over a period of years in Massachusetts. In the State
department of mental diseases, which has general supervision of all
public and private institutions for the mentally ill, the mentally de-
fective, and epileptics, there is a division of mental hygiene as well
as a division of mental deficiency. Each of these makes a distinct
contribution to the clinical program of the State, the former with
referençe to behavior and personality problems of intellectually
normal children of preschool and early elementary age, *and the latter
with primary reference to mental retardation and associated factors.
Each operates a series of clinics for which it draws psychiatric and
other specialized assistance from the State hospitals abd the State
schools for the mentally deficient. Some of the clinics function as
integral parts of the hospital program, others are carried on in
closely coordinated relationship to the local school systems. All
of them serve the school children of the community in which the
clinic is held. Those operated by the divisiön of mental hygiene
are called "habit clinics," and those of the division of inental defi-
ciency are "traveling school clinics." In addition, certain of the
State hospitals operate their own child eidance 'clinics as out-
patient departments. In all cases, working relationships are devel-
oped not only with the school system but with other community agen-
cies concerned with the child in question.

Habit and child guidant;e alinics..The habit clinics and the child-
guidance clinics of the division of mental hygiene operate in connec-
tion with 11 institutional centers of the State. The communities in
which these are located range in size from towns of less than 10,000
population to the city of Boston. The professional staff provided by
the hospitals includes specialists in psychiatric, psychological, medi-
cal, and social service. More than a thousand children are served
each year, most of -them receiving intensive study at the hands of
physician, psychologist, psychiatric social workers, and psychiatrist,
with recurrent visits to the clinic occurring over a period of time.
The psychiatrist is the coordiiiator of staff activities and takes the
leadership in staff conferences at which the case is reviewed, a diag-

u Information concerning the Neeesehneetts prams has bees secured from (1) re-ports of thè State department of sentni Meows ; (2) Inquiry tome font to local schoolsystems; ( 11)- correspondence and conference.
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CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCE 11

nostic summary presented, and plans for treatment made. Physi-
cians, teachers, social workers, and others interested in a particular
case are invited to the conference at which it is discussed. About
one-third of the cases studied are referred by the schools, one-third
by health agencies, and the other third by children's agencies, friends
or relatives, Physicians, or other sources of referral.

Supplementary conferences are held by the clinical staff with !

school officials and these serve a twofold purpose: (1) To give to
principals and teachers a better understanding of the psychological
aspects of children's problems and a broader understandirig of the
aims of mental hygiene; and (2) to provide the clinic staff with a
clearer appreciation of the school environment in all its implications.
Thus each professional group serves to enlighten the other in the
interests of the best possible adjustment for every child. The clinics
conceive their function in terms of the larger responsibility of in-
fluencini educational procedure, and they have proved a source of
vital assistance to the schools with which they have operating
relationships.

Sùch a clinical program obviously demands adequately trained
personnel. In commenting upon this matter, the director of the
division of mental hygiene says in one of his annual reports:

It has been demonstrated beyond all doubt that we cannot expect the
State hospitals to operate these clinics with the byproducts of their hospital
staff. The needs of these clinics for children are not those of the institu-
tion either in the interest, training, or experience of the personnel which
make up the staff. If this type of service is to be rendered by the State
to the various communities in which State institutions are located, it is
absolutely necessary that each institution be provided with funds with
which to secure adequately trained psychiatrists, powchologists, and social
workers and that the clinic personnel _should not have duties connected
with the institution. Only in this way can we expect to get wholehearted
cooperation from the superintendents of the institutions in the development
of community activities. It is too much to expect an already overburdened
hospital staff to embark upon these extrainstitutional d#mands with any
degree of enthusiasm even if they were trained and interested in this
particular field of psychiatry.

The psychiatric and psychological approach to the child is quite different
from that which is made to the adult. The social situations which cause us
concern with reference to the school child are not those in which we would
be interested were we thinking of patients from a State hospital. Both
types of work require specially trained and experienced personnel.,

. This statement exp the conviction of cettain other child-
guidance workers who to give to psychiatrists who have had
training and experience only in institutional work for adults the

al The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Annual Report of the Commissioner of Mental
Diseases, 1114, P. SO. (Public Document No, 117.)
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12 CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCE

responsibility for clinical service to children. In order to obviate the
difficulties encountered, steps have been taken by professional groups
to designate the type of training and experience which will offi-
cially qualify not only the psychiatrist but also the psychologist
and the social worker for service in a child-guidance clinic."

Traveling school clinie8.There are 15 psychiatric traveling school
clinics in Massachusetts functioning under the division of mental
deficiency, each of which operates from a given State hospital or
school as a center and gives service directly to the schools in the
surrounding territory. The responsibility of these clinics is pri-

, marily one of diagnosis and recommendation for educational place-
ment of backward children, but other problems related to behavior
or personality are increasingly demanding attention, and the sco
of service rendered by the clinics is growing correspondingly b s : i r.
From 8,000 to 9,000 examinations are conducted annually in m re
than 200 different towns of the State, many of them Of a distin
rural character. The personnel participating in the program, on
either a full-time,\or a part-time basis, in the year 193647 consisted
of 20 psychiatrists, 29 psychologists 9r psychometrists, and 16 social
workers, with the addition of the social-service staff of one of the
hospitals. The total cost to the State of the operation of the clinics
during that year was $46,255.40, the average cost per examipation
being $5.56.

To supplement the services provided by the State for the traveling
school clinics, the local school system assigns two members of its
own staff *to work with the clinic. These are (1) either a school
nurse or a visiting teacher, who assists in preparing the history of
the child and in making contacts with the parents; and (2) a teacher
who gives the educational tests requested by the clinic. Sometimes
the school physician is also a member of the clinical group, and some
of the larger towns furnish psychological service as well. All forms
to be filled in are furnished by the State department. Through a
well-organized program scheduled in advance of the clinic's coming
and providing the needed preparation for its visit, an effective serv-
ice is built up. The final recommendations of the psychiatrist, who
is in charge of the clinic, eónsider educational, social, and physical

adjustiiients that should be made, and action on the case is left with
the school authorities and the parents.

a Standards of training of professional personnel in psychiatric clizaps. Recommenda-
tions of a study by the New York City Committee on Mental Hygiene of the State Chari-
ties Aid Association and ilia Mental Hygiene Section of the Welfare Council of NewYork at/. 14 p
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14 CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCE

These traveling school clinics are the outgrowth of a plan of co-
operation, recognized by law, between the State department of edu-
cation and the State department of mental diseases. They have been
developed in such a way as to meet the varying needs of the school
systems involved and have proved a definite stimulus to the organi-
zation of special classes for retarded pupils throughout the State.
Because their Contact with each child is limited in 'most cases to a
single interview in the course of, a year, their work with behavior
problems must necessarily be less intensive than that carried on by
the habit clinics or the child-guidance clinics of the separate hos-
pitals.. On the other hand, they are reaching a much larger terri-
tory, and for problems of mental retardation not seriously compli-
cated with behavior difficulties a single interview with diagnosis
and recommendations is usually all that is needed. There is no
doubt that the service thus renderea to rural districts and small
towns can be of immeasurable value in preventing the social malad-
justment that so often results from school failure.

Local attitude toward the clinicg.The schoot,people in Massachu-
»setts have come to look upon the clinics--particularly the traveling

school clinicsas a part of the total program provided by the State
for the adjustment of the problems of school children. Most of
those who have commented upon the plan believe that the cooperative
arrangement is on the whole satisfactory. They point out that the
clinic "brings a wealth of suggestions from other communities" which
it has visited ; that parents look upon it as an impartial agency corn-
ing from without the hAmediate community an4 that they are re-
peatedly seeking the help it can give. Certain-:.. ations are made
however, and these refer primarily to the limitations of service avail-
able and to the: inadequate understanding, on the part of some of
the visiting clinical staff, of the local educational situation. "Too
litnited a clinical force," "needed improvement in extent and quality
of service," "infrequent contacts," "too little follow-up," and "im-
practical recommendations of the psychiatrist" are some of the obser-
vitions made. One school administrator feels that the psychiatrists
in some hospitals "can do a great deal of harm." This statement
bears upon the,matter already discussed with regard to desirable
qualifications orwychiatrists assigned to work with children. As
Stevenson points out 14'

One of the most important determinations of a successful State program
is its personnel. Proficiency Is child psychiatry is not a byproduct of hos-
pital psychiatry, although this Is important as a foundation. More andmore, as wo critically evaluate our training for this field, are we finding it
necessary to strengthen certain aspectsa general knowledge of child

Stvonson, pomp S. Op tit., p.
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CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANeE 15

development, a knowledge of community fupctions and how communities are
organized to perform the functions particularly of education, protection,
health and welfare, how they affect child behavior, and how to collaborate
with them. Knowing the difference between common-sense advice and a
specific psychiatric knowledge of therapeutic procedures with children, ap-
preciating the need for joint effort on cases with psychologists and psychi-
atric social workers, a knowledge of standards of perRonnel and training
in these fields is all-important to clinic staff in understanding their
functions.

THE OREGON PLAN is

In Oregon a State child-guidance clinic has been developed, with
the medical school of the University of Oregon as the nucleus of
clinical activities which extend through traveling units into various
sections of the State. Members of the faculty of the department of
psychiatry in the medical school comprise t4 medical staff of the
central unit, direct the organization of local units, and offer the
necessary psychiatric service. In 1938 the State Legislature made
an appropriation of $12,000 per year to the medical school to be
applied toward the expenses involved in carrying on the program
which had hitherto been operating without any special State aid.
As a result some extension of service became possible. In May cd
that year it was reported that "10 clinic units have been established
and 5 more will probably be instituted at the beginning of the new
school year." 16 All units have been established as a result of interest
coming from within the community rather than as an imposition of
service from without.

In addition to the psychiatric assistance provided by the medical
school, the central unit furnishes also the social services necessary to
maintain contacts with the local units. The local district is expected
to make available the time of educational, social, and health workers
needed to complete the clinical service for both diagnosis and treat-
ment. It is thought, however, that the cost of operating the local
units can to a large extent be met through mobilization of the facili-
ties already available from various types of agencies within the
district. The general plan of organization and functional relation-
ships is shown by the .chart on page 17.

The leders in this program of work place great stress upon the
need of coopehtion and coordination of services. It is held that--

Child guidance is so closely related to the general fields of medicine, edu-
cation, social work, health, law enforcement, and general community wel-
fare that the pioblem of broad cooperation, both local and State, is acute. (
It is vital to the existence of such a plan that no single agency, represents.

0 Information concerning the Oregon plan has been secured from (1) reports of the "
University of Oregon Medical School; (2) correspondence.

14 The Oregon child-guidance program. The commonwealth review, 20 : 475-485, Maq
1938. .1
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16 CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCE

tive of only one of these fields be responsible for its operation. The main-
tepance of this principle has been difficult in some instantwes. In some
cases, community strife among those responsible in the various agencies
has delayed initiation of the plan. In most cities, however, this problem
hesnot been serious."

It is also emphasized that--
Proper coordination of centralized State agencies is essential. Inasmuch

as most local service is directed from State agencies, it is necessary that
overlapping and misunderstanding be avoided by coordinated State plan-
ning. The main problem encountered in this respect was the lack of under-
standing on the part of the child-gutilance clinic staff of the organization and
operation of other State agencies.°

In at least one county of the State, the child-guidance program
is conceived as an essential part of a good public-health program.
It is pointed out that "the functiois of a county public-health unit
would be deficient if a program for the benefit of a problem child
were not included. Likewise, a guidance service would seem incom-
plete if it did not make use of a health unit functioning in the same
area." 28 From this county it is reported that--

The traveling child-.guidance clinics are filling a very definite need in the
community. This need has been recognized by the local medical society,
the school superintendents, and the local health unit. Cases that previously
had been neglected, because of lack of _qualified assistance in the com-
munity, now are seen early enough to prevent complications which later
might lead the child into the juvenile court. We are learning to recognize
abnormalities in their early form, which previously had been allowed to
develop into sometimel serious conditions. The relationship of the child-
guidance clinic to the county health unit in Wasco County is one of mutual
cooperation for the betterment of the health of the children of the com-
munity.°

THE CALIFORNIA PLAN.

The nucleus of the Massachusetts and the Oregon plans is the
provision of psychiatric clinical service, in the form of either out-

,

patient or traveling units, emanating from State institutions. The
California plan has developed somewhat differently, although in the
beginni* it, too, was characterized by the Abrgiinizatioi of a full-
time traveling clinical unit, the personnel of which consisted of á
psychiatrist, a clinical psycholoes and one or two psychiatrii so-
cial workers. Part-time units were later established (in 1981) with
the cooperation of State institutions; but with a drastic curtailment
of the budget 2 years later, all but. one of the clinical units had to
be abandoned and another medium of development sought. How-

Ibid., p. 476.
26 Ibid.. p. 482.

Ibid., p. 483.
Information en the California plan has been secured from reports of the (1) StateBureau of Juvenile Research ; (2) 'north/ erne sent te local school systems ; ud (3)eorreepoadmee aavi conteream
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18 CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR tHILD GUIDANCE

ever, the work already done in many communities served as a demon-
stration of child-guidance procedures which has been of significant
value in further progress.

The State agency sponsoring the clinical service in California is
the bureau of juvenile research, a division of the State department of
institutions. It is the conviction of the director of the bureau that
"any community can improve its facilities for child guidance," re-
gardless of restrictions of budget. The bureau has devoted its
resources to the demonstration of practical ways in which this can be
accomplished. It holds that 'although child guidance has come to
signify, in the narrow sense, professional interest in the -mental
health of childhood and youth, it should, in the larger sense, desig-
nate the interests of all workers in the personality development of
children and adolescents." 21 Two features in the prograii have
accordingly been given special emphasis. The first is the education
of the teacher in capitalizing, in the interests-of the mental health of
her pupils, her day-by-day contacts with them. The second is the
need of active cooperation on the part of all in the school and rom-
munity who are concerned with the individual pupil snd his problem.

A.13 a result of the continuing emPhasis placed upon these two
featuwe, there has evolved in California what is known as "the child-
guidance conference plan." This is "essentially the gathering to-
gether of a group of school officials for tht systèmatic and thoughtful
study of a maladjusted child. It follows the general form of. the
child-guidance clinic, but it is adapted to the facilities of each par-
ticular school or institution." 22

This means in short : Use what is at hand in the inost effective way
possible. If a psychiatrist is not available in a particular school situ-
ation, someone else may lead in the analysis of cases that come up for
consideration at the conferences held from week to week or from
month to month. It may be the school principal, 'a visiting teacher
or psychiatric social wörker, a clinical psychologist, an attendance
supervisor, or a school comiselor, depending upon the training and
aptitude of the respective persons. If available, a private practi-
tioner may be called in on sped& cases to give psychiatric advice.
Often representatives of community agencies have a contribution to
make. The teacher or teacirrs of a given child are always present
when his case is being discussed. The constant factor of the child-
guidance coliference is the sympathetic and intelligent participation
of 'everybody concerned nith the child and his adjustment. 9

After the curtailment of funds made it impossible to maintain the
traveling clinical services of the State bureau of jurenile research,

restei, Norman. State child guidance terries in California communities. Bars-setito, Calif., the mooniest of documents, lift re XII.MC ps SS.
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CLINICAL ORGANIZATI6N FOR CHILD GUIDANCE 19

and when practical necessity forced the developthent of a less ex-
pensive technique, the child-guidance conference plan became the
heart of clinical activity in the local school systems of the State.
EnCouragement and assistance in the organization of child guidance
conferences have thus been accepted as one of the major functions
of the bureau of juvenile research. Now "the ultimate4bjective of
the Bureau program is the development of local facilities for child
guidance rather than the establishment of a State-wide network of
clinic units." 23

Concerning the effectivéness of the plan, the director of the bureau
writes:

Sufficient trial has been given to the child guidance conference
variety of school and community conditions to indicate that under adequate
leadership it is a valuable method and an efficient administrative device.
Timely, also, is the recognition of the fact that it costs very little to intro-
duce the child guidance conference, making unnecessary the disturbing
alternative of waiting for years because school boards continue to consider
the child guidance clinic, visiting teachers, or psychologists too expensive
to add to the budget.'

In over 2.00 communities in California the initial demonstration of the
child-guidance coide'rence has been directed by clinical psychologists of the
California Bureau of Juvenile Research. After this demonstration miknya-.
,of the schools with adequate leadership and interest have been able te
continue the plan under the tion of some person theirown group.
In other States, where no such bureau exists, the procedure could be

, demonstrated initially by clinical iisychologists who might be members of
university faculties, personnel of the State department of education, or
other persons trained in child psychiatry, clinical psychology, or psychiatric
social work..

How the plan functions on a county-wide basis is described in the
case of Ventura Coinity, on page 22. The plan of organization in a
small city (Santa Barbara) discussed on -page 26. In both of
these cases it is evident tkat the school system itself is the center of
clinical activity and that, lacking the more highly specialized facilities
deemed necessary for a medically recognized child-guidance clinic,
it can still make effective use of the limited resources at its disposal.

THE MARYLANDIPTATB PROGRAM ORGANIZED ON A COUNTY BASIS"

In the State of Maryland there are 28 counties, which, with the
exception of Baltimore County, are largely rural in character. Ex-
tensive child-guidance service is available in Baltimore in connection

n atd., 0, 9.
. a Pm, P. 83-
Ibid., 1%. 87-

. 0 latermation on tbe Maryland program was secured from the Intgein of child tinkle
otibi Oats department et health amid from ecbool aides
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20 CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCE

with Johns Hopkins University Hospital and the city-school system,
but in the rest of the State there are few clinical resources upon
which the schools can draw. Recognizing fact, a group of
psychiatrists representing both State and private agencies have de-
veloped a plan for meeting the need on the basis of county organiza-
tion. The bureau of child hygiene in the State department of health
is the official State agency sponsoring the program, and psychiatrists
from various public and private institutions of the State donate their
services in conducting mental hygiene clinics.

The State is divided into districts, each district consisting of one
or _more counties. The number of clinics per year scheduled for
each district varies according to circumstances. In 1936, 63 clinics
were held in 19 counties and were conducted by 13 psychiatrists and
their assistants. The average number of patient's seen per county
was 25, and the total for the year was 469, of whom 321 were between
the ages of 6 and 15, a large majority of them being referred- by
school teachers.

County superintendents of schools and county health officers wel-
comed the coming of the clinics as the realization of a long-felt need.
Since all service given is on a voluntary basis or is furnished by the
institution with which the psychiatrist is immediately connected, no
&Tense is incurred by the school system. One county superintendent
writes of the program as it relates to the schools in his county, which
is strictly rural : "

When a "problem" develops, it is time for someone to get busy and start
studying not the problem but the situation that caused the problem bf
couree, the "problem" will need to be readjusted and helped. I hold to
the thesis that an "ounce of prevention is worth a pound of curi," and,
as school administrators, it is our job to see that our schools are so
organised that "problems" are reduced to a minimum. .

These problems are "picked up" or reported to our supervisors and at-
tendance worker. Then one of several things may follow : .

1. In some cases the child's school program ,is changed--bome eco-
nomics or industrial arts is added-a-content subjects dropped. Here
one must have complete understanding among the teachers as to the
pupils' difficulties. This is :1 ! ally effective for over-age pupils.

2. The child may be placed in a special group for temporary reme-
dial work- or for a continued program adjusted to his individual needs.

8, A child may be examined at one of our regular monthly clinics.
-.The parents are always interviewed and, whenever possible, attend the

clinic. A trains& psychiatrist I. present and the Binet test Is given.
A conference is held at the end of the day by the classroom teacher,
principal, and supervisor with the psychiatrist, aid recommendations
given are carefully considered. Treatment follows according to thewalla recommendation.

Statement reproduced by courtesy of Raymond B Hypos, comity ouperiateadeat,
Carroll DHOW, Md., from paper gives at meatiag of department of rural edseattoa, of
the Maternal Education Amodatioa, held la Clavelaad ta rebruary iNe.
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The growth of the program since 1986 is evident from the fact
that in 1988 the number of patients seen was 901, of whom 760 rep-
resented new cases of children under 21 years of age. The referring
agencies during that year, in the order_ of the number of caies re-
ferred, were: The schools, social agencies, health officer or nurse,
parents or relatives, courts, and private physician& Both failure in
school and conduct or personality difficulties are major reisons for
referral, and a school adjustment program has a prominent place
among the types of treatment recommended.

A TAX-SUPPORTED COUNTY GUIDANCE CLINIC 2$

The Milwaukee (Wis.) County Guidance Clinic was established
by the county board of supervisors in 1926 as a tax-supported organi-
zation reporting directly to the manager of county institutions.
The staff of -the clinic consists of two psychiatrists, one of whom acts
as director, two psychologists, three psychiatric social workers, and
three office assistants. All of these persons hold their positions under
civil service and are chosen by competitive examination.

Although the clinic was founded as a general mental hygiene
agency designed to serve both children and adults, it is reported
that from 75 to 80 percent of the eases seen are children. Referrals
come from a variety of sources, including the juvenile court, social
agencies, medical agencies, and the schools. The problems referred
by the schools relate to disciplinary difficulties, retardation, over-
activity, extreme shyness, and withdrawn personalities. The compre-
hensiveness of the examination and of the treatment given depends
to a large extent upon the type of problem involved.

In order that adequate study may be made of each patient in
accordance with his needs, the number of new cases is strictly limited
to about 20 per week. "Most patients are seen on what is primarily
a consultative basis, with recommendations for treatment being made
by the clinic and reported to the referring agency. Only tit small
proportion are carried for treatment by staff members." Cowl)
tion with school officials from time to time regarding the progress
of a child sent to the clinic helps the clinical staff to evaluate its
recommendations and to suggest possible new directions of treatnient.

From a city-school system utilizing the services of this clinic comes
the statement that "all types of maladjustments requiring psycho-
logical or psychiatric treatment may be considered for clinical Wen-
don. A regular application blank is filled in and an appointment is
made. At least one parent attends the clinical conference with the
child. A idol conference on the case is held on the same day and a

Viakeentjag the Milwaukee County &Mama wu furnished by Its
dredge and by seboolMade =lag the sirviees et the ask.
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report of the case is received by the school a day or two later." This
school system considers the assistance rendered by the clinic as most
valuable in guiding and carrying out remedial measures for individ-
ual cases. The limited time available to each school system, however,
and the consequent necessary delay in securing appointments are con-

- sidered a hindrance to the realization of the most effective service to
the schools.

A COUNTY PROGRAM IN CALIFORNIA*

On a different basis, but with the same ultimate objective, have
been developed several county programs in California. These follow

tst
general principles of the child-guidance conference plan in that

te, as already described. The program in one county is cited as
illustrative of what can be done without a highly developed clinical
organization and its attendant cost.

The county seat of Ventura County, Calif., is- Ventura, a city of
about 12,000 inhabitants. This is the largest city in the county and
there are only two others with a population of 5,000 or more. The
educational system of the county includes rural schools of varying
sizes, city elementary and secondary schools, and a junior college. On
the staff of the county superintendent of schools is a supervisor of
child welfare, guidance, and attendance, who has had psychological
training and whose responsibilities are indicated by his title. They
include (1) child accounting, (2) supervision of child welfare prob-
lems, (3) formulation and evaluation of guidance plans, (4) super-
vision of testing and adjustment of individual problem cases.

With the assistance of the State bureau of juvenile research, steps
have been taken in Ventura County to develop to the utmost the
service of the child guidance conference, as described on pages 16 to 19
of this bulletin. The county superintendent took the first step by
announcing the ikvailability of the service through his bulletins and
by inviting schools wishing to make use of it to send in requests.
The schools which responded to this initial invitation were used as
the first clinical centers. For the county as a whole a steering com-
mittee of teachers and administrators was named, representing all
levels of education in the county, and it in turn appointed a sub-
committee to study the problems at hand and to advise with the
supervisor of guidance.

The office of the principal of each school serves as a clearing house
for all cases referred to the child-guidance conference, which is many
attended by the principal, classroo psychologist or guidatfte
supervisor, and nurse. A State hoof located in the county sup-

Information oa the Vesture count/ program was from the county sapervisor
of child welfare, guidasee, and attendance, and from a oa of the program pub-
lished hi the Qs Uremia Journal of lillemestary Mica :00-44, August 1988.p. .
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plies psychiatric service as needed. Community agencies cooperate
by furnishing information, referring cases, and giving assistance in
adjustment. A follow-up program is outlined for each case, and a
time is set for evaluating the results of the measures tried. The
supervisor of guidance is charged with the administration and arrange-
ments of both the child-guidance conference and the follow-up.

Problems that have been considered at the periodic sessions of child-
guidance conferences held in various school districts of the county
fall into one of three general classes or some combination of these.
The classifications are:

1. Failure to come up to expected standards of school work.
2. Antisocial or abnCrmal behavior which marks the child as

"different."
8. Problems in which health appears impaired or hygiene ques-

tions are involved.

Since the organization and supervision of child-guidance confer-
ences is only one of the responsibilities of the county supervisor of
child welfare, guidance, and attendance,, it is impossible to arrive at
any figures of cost with respect to this particular phase of his work
The pregram serves as a clear example of how intimately the adjust-
ment of behavior problems may be related to the total guidance activi-
ties of a school system.

OTHER STATE AND COUNTY PLAYS

number of other States and of covnties within States have a
central agency charged with certain types of clinical functions. In
Connecticut there is the bureau of mental hygiene of the State deptirt-
ment of health ; in Illinois, the institute of juvenile research of the
State de s t of social welfare; in Michigan, the State welfare
department and the Michigan child guidance institute; in New
Jersey, the State department of institutions and agencies; in New
York, the division of prevention of the State department of mental
hygiene; in Ohio, the bureau of juvenile research of the State depart-
ment of public welfare; in Pennsylvania, the bureau of mental health
of the State department of welfare; in Virginia, the bureau of mental
hygiene of the State department of public welfare; and in Wisconsin,
the division of prevention of the State department of mental hygiene.

In universities, too, one finds increasing evidence Of the acceptance
of responsibility for service to the communities about them. Refer-
ence is made-in succeeding chapters to some of the plans under way
in relation to city school systems, and others are being developed, as,
for maniple, in the newly organised department of child guidance
of the University of Minnesota Medical School.

I
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County agencies furnishing the nucleus for a clinical program .

include welfare societies, health boards, juvenile courts, hospitals
located within the county, and mental hygiene societies. Any one or
any combination of these may operate with or without the assistance
of the community chest The tax-supported Milwaukee County
Mental Hygiene Clinic has already been described. Essex County,
N. J., has a juvenile clinic organized as a county community project
which gives extension service to school districts within the county.
In Rockland County, N. Y., is located the Rockland State Hospital,
which functions under the State department of mental hygiene and
cooperates with the Rockland County schools in caring for the
mental health needs of the children. Clinics are held in schools
which range in size from two to many rooms. Concerning their
relationship with the schools, the director s -of the clinics writes: "

One cannot have intelligent working contact with educators without
making an effort to acquire the current philosophies of education. Indeed
it is futile to work in a school without becoming familiar with the educa-
tional procedures and problems. Failure to do this results in a general
lack of sympathy and understanding. One cannot interpret a child's
personality difilculty to a teacher unless the teacher's point of view is
understood and to a certain extent shared. e * Certainly education
is ready and willing for psychiatry and the need must be met with a
plan of action which is not only scientific but practical.

Most of the programs under way are unfortunately suffering from
a lack of adequate funds to make the specialized clinidal service
really State-wide or even county-wide in extent. WhaNaure de-
velopments will bring no one can foretell, but it is safe to say that
every intelligent plan of attack upon the problem that is being made
today will contribute something to the pattern of clinical service that
will ultimately evolve. The most significant trend that has appeared
to date is perhaps the fact that the adjustment of behavior prob-
lems is not oonsidered the job of one or even of a few specialists
but rather the joint responsibility of all persons and agencies having
anything to do with the child in question. Closely coordinated effort
capitalizing the knowledge and the abilities of each f these has
demonstrated its worth as by far the most effective method of pro-
oedure. The important objective to be achieved is the utilization
and the integration of all available forceslocal, county, and State--
for a clinical organization that will show results in the lives of
children.

Tallman, Took F. Child guidance in schools. Psychiatric quarterly, : 431-417,
July 11015.
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CHAPTER III

THE RESOURCES OF SMALL CrrrEs 31

What the State and county have to offer in clinical service is likely
to have a significant influence upon the programs of small cities, most
of which through their own budgets are unable to provide even a
small amount of specialized assistance for the adjustment of behavior
problems among the children of their schools. Some, however, have
found a way to ,attack the problem at least in an elementary way, and
others have forged ahead with a constructive clinical program, sup-
plementing their own resources wit

h
of State, county, or private

foundation. Certain organization pitssefunctioning in cities with a
population of less than 50,00032 are described here as illustraiive of
present practices and trends in the smaller urban communities.

A CITY SERVICE

Winnetka, Ill.So far as is known, the only city in this population
group employing for its school system a full-time psychiatrist is
Winnetka, IlL The approximately 13,000 inhabitants of this city
show a range of economic status as wide as that of almost any other
city of its size, but the distribution is somewhat skewed toward the
upper end, with a larger proportion of people in comfortable circum-
stances than one would find in a typical community. The city pro-
vides both psychological and psychiatric selvvices for the children
enrolled in its schools. A psychiatrist is at the head of a department
of educational .counsel of the school system. He takes the leadership
in case conferences and is responsible for following up the treatment
as recommended. Problems may be referred to him by teacher, prin-
cipal, or parent, and he is likewise open for conference with children
who may wish to come to him. Of the nature of the clinical activities,
he writes as follows:

The teacher always ,participates in case conferences. The psychiatrist
confers with the teacher to advise in the handling of specific problem and
to keep her informed of the progress he is making when working directly

a Except where otherwise indicated, all data reported In this chapter, including quoted
statements, are taken from reports contributed in 1988 by local school officials to the
Office of Education.

All population figures used are u of estimates made by tbe Bureau of the Census
in 1938.

163734-39-3 25
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with a case. In some instances the teacher may do all the work with the
child and with his parents under the direction of the psychiatrist.

In addition, the psychiatrist works directly with parents and children for
&agnostic purposes, both in order to gain a better understanding of the
case himself and to give parents and children a better understanding of
their own emotional problems ng on the case. More time is spent with
parents of.preadolescent childre di an with tbe children themselves, because
this is felt to be more effective in most instances. Types of problems
handled are: Aggressive, troublesome behavior; shy, feirful, or a-social
characteristics; special educational or subject-matter difficulties; and cases
of mental retardation not accepted by parents.

Discussion periods in school are led by the psychiatrist on such subjects
as mental hygiene, dreams, or insanity, when the teacher desires him to
supplement discussion she has already had with her class. Parent groups
likewise call upon the psychiatrist for consideration of probleMs in child
development, and seminars are held with teachers on similar problems.

It is apparent that the heart of the clinical program in this city
of 13,000 inhabitants is the education of parents and teachers in the
application of the principles of mental hygiene to their relationships
with children. Psychiatric service is recognized as of such impQrtance
that it is given a major place among needed school facilities, and the
resources Available are distributed accordingly. In the words of the
Superintendent, "It is not so much a question of having resources as
it is a recognition of the need of using the resources available for the
most important services." With a qua '1:4 child-guidance specialist
at the helm, there is no doubt that the ts achieved from a pro-
gram developed on this basis can be of untold value to everyone
ooncern9d.

Banta Barbara, Calif.Applying the principles of the California
plan to a local situation, we may cite as an example the city of Santa
Barbara, which, with its 86,000 inhabitantit, has organized in its
school system a department of child guidance. The director of this
department has had training in psychological and other aspects of
child-guidance service apart from its psychiatric phases. Working
in or in close cooperation with the guidance organization are : One
full-time visiting counselor, who has special home-visiting duties;
one school counselor for each of the 12 schools in the system, who
has also part-time teaching responsibilities; one full-time and one
part-time school physician. Several psychiatrists practicing in the
community have volunteered help in difficult casei or furnish assist-
ance through the courtesy of the county child welfare department.
The child-guidance department of the school system works with all
cases of maladjustment in the schools, including those relating to
educational pro: personality, and behavior.

Child-guidance conferences are scheduled regularly (at least once a
month) in each of the 12 elementary and secondary schools of the

e
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ciV, at which the problems of individual children are considered.
The principal of the school acts as chairman of the conference. Pres-
-ent also are the child's teacher or teachers, the school physician, the
school counselor, the director of child guidance, and occasionally a
family case worker, if the child is known to a social agency. In the
high school the dean of girls and the boys' adviser are added to the
group. The responsibility for following up the case is assigned at the

_conferenece to die individual who seems best suited to carry out the
recommendations made.

Because of its suggestive value the following aè,ount of the specific
procedure used in the Santa Barbara plan is given verbatim : "

11.

The study of the individukil child presents the most efficient means of dis-
covering the mental health needs of children. In analysis of the problems
of children is a sure indicator of the adequacy of the educational practices
in use. It shows whether or not the school, the home, and the community
are meeting the needs and interests of the child. While no one will deny
that this method of study is the slowest, everyone must admit that it is the
most certain to obtain the desired results in the long run.

A request for such a study may come from teacher, parent, some outside
social agency, or from the child himself. Such a request is made as the
result of maladjustment somewhere in the child's relations with others As
soon as a case is referred for study, it becomes the duty of the counselor to
collect the social, physicaCand school history, all of which necessitates
some contacts with persons outside the school who are interested in the
individual child. There must be a physical exAmination by the school
physician, without cost, and only with the consent of the parent. The social
history is obtained through home visits, through checking with any religious
agencies with which the child or family is identified and with the social
service exchange for information concerning the family background, as well
as the record of the child. In addition to this, the interview with the child
himself is most important. This is done by both the director and the coun-
selor. This involves much time, as it usually requires a carefully planned
technique to gain full confidence of tbe child and thus establish good
rapport. A Binet test is always given, and such other tests as may be deemed
necessary for the case under study. When all° the data are gathered, the
director conducts a conference which is attended by the counselor and all
the teachers of the child. When all data are presented, suggestions are made
by various members of the group. Out of this come physical, social, and
educational recommendations. These recommendations are passed on to
those who are to put them into operation. There is seldom a study made that
the help of some outside organization is not enlisted.

The director of guidance rePorts that "the most significant value
of our program is that it began with school personnel and is essen-
tially part of an in-service program through which teachers may
develop. We are feeling most optimistic at present, since a large
percentage of cases show most unexpected improvement. Our chief

a Johnston, Olive S. Guidance as a factor in social interpretation. Education, 58 :
003-807. June 1988.
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lack is the usual hick of personnel. We could use several full-time
visiting teachers to good advantage and hopc& to have some time a

regular consulting psychiatrist."

CITY AND UNIVERSITY COOPERATION

Eugene, Oreg.The plan of the University of Oregon Medical
School has been described on pages 15 to 17. From Eugene, Oreg., a
city of 20,000 inhabitants, comes a report of how the clinic functions
in that community. The fact that the State University is located
there makes the arrangement a very convenient one, but it is some-
what typical of what takes place in other small cities of the State.

Through the university medical school the State provides a psychi-
atrist for a period of 2 days every 2 months. Psychological service
is given by the State University through its psychology department.
The local board of education furnishes a full-time visiting teacher,
part time of a social worker and nurse, while the superintendent of
schools acts as director of the clinic. The psychiatrist's scheduled
days for service to the local school system are set apart for clinical
conferences, attended by the superintendent of schools, the university
psychologist, the visiting teacher, social worker, nurse, and any local
physician concerned with the particular case at hand. Sometimes the
teacher, too, is brought into th% case conference.

Concerning the general procedure used, the superintendent writes:
Applications for study of cases are referred from the schools to the

superintendent's office and are then referred to the medical school of the
University, where they are considered for acceptance or rejection. If
accepted, they are returned with directions for any or all of the following:
Psychometric examination, complete physical examination, complete social
case history. The information requested may be secured by the visiting
teacher, the school nurse, a part-time social worker, or the worker of the
welfare agency. The doctors see the child with the parent, make recom-
mendations, and the person who prepared the case record does the neces-
sary follow-up work. Although the psychiatrists are sent from
the medical school, and are supported by State funds, the clinic is entirely
controlled by the local school &strict.

Ann Arbor, Mich.Similar plans of organization are in operation
in other university centers in which the university is equipped to
provide the neemsary specialized-service. In Ann Arbor, for exam-
ple, with a population of 28,000, the board of education has closely
coordinated the work of its full-time school physician, a case worker
known as the children's consultant, two nurses, a dental hygienist, a
psychologist, and an attendance officer. The University of Michigan
furnishes psychiatric service and psychological assistance. The Chil-
dren's Center, a privately endowed clinical agency in Detroit, sup-
plies additional psychiatric consultant service- The* name given to

J.
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the entire organization is Perry Center, and it is an integral part
of the public-school organization with offices located in one of the
public-school buildings.

In commenting upon the program, the children's consultant writes:
Perry Center is a program for a plan (4 cooperation of all the special

service agents in the school a plan for a growing concurrence of t he school
with the community agencies; a belief that the emphasis be placed on the
mental hygiene of the grdup, that material be usable to the teacher and that
he or she be educated through handling the adjustment of the individual
to the group; and, lastly, a plan for the treatment, through interview and
conference, of the individual problem which would interfere with a con-
structive parent-child or teacher-hild relationship.

CITY AND COUNTY OR STATE COOPERATION

Muskegon. Mich.Muskegon is a city of approximately 48,000 in-
habitants.t. In it the Traverse City State Hospital has for some time
held an out-patient clinic 2 days each month, using the facilities of a
Meal hospital as its headquarters. In 1937, through provision made
by the county board of supervisors, another day of clinic work was
added in Muskegon, this third session being held in a local junior
high school and being priniarily reserved for school cases. The service
rendered is for all schools in the county.

The clinical staff from the State hospital includes a psychiatrist, a
psychologist, and a social worker. The assistant principal of the
junior high school in which the clinic is held, a supervisor of school
nurses, and two counselors of the school give service to the clinic as
part of their regular work, particularly in connection with the referral
and follow-up of cases. Teachers report maladjusted eases, and may
be called upon to assist in making case records and in carrying out
recommendations. Difficult home situations discover,a-in connection
with clinic cafes are referred to the local family service bureau, which
was established in 1938 and is financed froni community-chest funds.

It is reported from Muskegon that "there has been a very encourag-
ing improvement in the attitude of teachers toward maladjusted cases.
A mental-hygiene point of view is developing toward all pupils. We
have received considerable help in dealing with individual cum.".
Again, however, comes the complaint that the time allotted for clinical
service is inadequate to the need.

altham, Maas. ---As an example of a local organization functioning
in cooperation with the State program in Massachusetts, the plan of
operation in Waltham, a city of 40,000 inhabitants, is presented. In
this city is located the Metropolitan State Hospital, which in 1936,
at the request Qf the Waltham public-school authorities, instituted a
child-guidance clinic to serve not only Waltham but also the sur-

;
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rounding districts. A local city hospital, which is the health center
of the community, was chosen as the most desirable headquarters,
offerifig both consultation and treatment facilities. The Metropolitan
State Hospital provides psychological, "psychiatric, and social service
for a scheduled nuipber of hours each week. The schools constitute
only one of the referring agencies and cooperate in carrying out ihe
recommendations of the clinic when they involve school procedures.
The problems considered are primarily those related to behavior, the
4umber of mentally dvficient children seen being reduced to a mini-
mum, since these are oidinarily handled by the traveling school clinics
pf the State.

The location of the sòirce of clinic assistance (namely, the Metro-
politan State Hospital) ithin the community which it serves makes it
possible to maintain a ceidain flexibility of arrangement and to keep
an open door for' contacts between the clinical staff and the school
people. Misunderstandings can thus be eliminated and a maximum
amount of service given in the light of the time available. In his first
annual report of the work of the clinic, the director of the Waltham
Child Guidance Clinic says: "

It is the policy of the clinic to act both as a consultant and treatment
agency, strengthening the capacity of other agencies, such as parints,
parent-substitutes, schools, physicians, Juvenile court, and social-ware
organizations, in carrying out guidance of children. The clinic has three
main objectives. The first and primary objective is the study and treat-
ment of problem children; the second objective is the training of personnel ;

and the third is the securing of data, which will give those interested in
this problem better understanding of human problems, including the normal,
the delinquent, and the abnormal.

A PLAN OF JOINT CITY SERVICE WITH COUNTY OR STATE
COOPERATION

Rock 181414, Ill., and Moline, Ill.These are neighboring cities
situated in the same county, with populatioiís of approximately 88,000
and 82,000, respectively. An organization called a child-guidance
conference," supported by the community chest, serves the two cities
and operates under a board of directors, membership on, which is
divided between them. Members from Rock Island are appointed by
the central council of social agencies; those from Moline are ap-
pointed by the Red Cross. The professional staff furnished through
local funds is suppleinented by the East Moline State hospital. A
full-time psychiatric social worker takes a large responsibility for

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of Mental Diseases. Annual reportof the trustees of the Metropolitan State Hospital for the year ending November 30,
1936, P. 9.

*The difference should be noted between this organisation and the child guidance
conference plan adopted in California.
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organizing the program of the conference, securing case histories, and
following up the treatment given. Part-time_ psychological, psychi-
atric, and other medical services are furnished as needed. The school
principals and the school nurses are the chief coordinating officials
of the school system, while teachers assist in compiling case histories
and in making recommended treatment effective so far as their own
relationship to the casé is concerned. Parents, too, are advised in
the course of the clinical procedure.

Since the conference is a community rather than a school agency,
its service is not limited to the school systems of the two cities, but
it applies also to juvenile court and to welfare agencies. However,
more than 40 percent of the cases considered fere referred by the
schools. School problems studiedInclude those of antisocial behavior,
subnormality, and educational m. adjustment. The superintendent
of schools in one of the cities writes:

Our clinic started without funds for maintenance but it is well estab-
lished now with competent workers. It is too early to evaluate its success,
but we feel that our present procedure will get valuable results. *

One city alone could not support this work, and even the two cities could
not carry it on without the people at the State hospital.

He points out further that there are more cases to be considered
than the confeience can handle, but that, so far as facilities are avail-
able, the cooperative arrangement is very satisfactory.

Champaign, Ill., and Urbana, Ill. In the same State one finds a
sOmewhat different plan of cooperative service built up in two neigh-
boring cities of 21,000 and 13,000 inhabitants, respectively. A joint
program has been in operation,in Champaign and Urbana since 19231
when the child guidance service of the family welfare society was
organized, designed to serve the children of both communities as well
as of the surrounding territory.

The clinical service is made possible largely through the State
institute for juvenile research, which furnishes the psychiatric assist,-
ance. Through an arrangement made between the institute and the
University of Illinois, situated at Urbana, the psychology depart-
ment of that institution makes available the services of several of
its graduate students. Case workers of the family welfare society
carry on the necessary preliminary study and the follow-up of the
cases presented.

Clinics are held on 2 days of each month' from October to June.
Agencies referiing cases include not Snly the schools, but also the
family welfare society, other social agencies, the court, physicians,
and parents. Many of the children referred áre seen repeatedly,
others com'e only once or twice. It is reported that about 40 differ-
ent children are seen in the course of the year.
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This project is typical of the kind of program encouraged by the
State institute for juvenile research, which operates a fully staffed
parent clinic in Chicago and has been responsible for the establish-
ment of 12 local community clinics in various sections of the State.
The institute gives professional service to the local clinics as long
as it seems necessary to do so, but its aim is to withdraw as soon as
and to the extent to which the local community can provide .spe-
cialized services.

GENERAL COMMENTS ON SMALL CITY PROGRAMS

The foregoing descriptions will perhaps suffice to give an idea of
the varied possibilities of clinical organization for small cities. They
should, of course, be considered in connection with th.6 State and
county plans already described in chapter II, from whiM it is diffi-
cult to divorce them if they involve extensive State or county Zoop-
eration. One distinguishfng feature, however, should be noted. In
a highly organized and unified State plan, as in Massachusetts, the
whole program emanates from an official State agency and its activ-
ities in local communities are to a large degree directed by,),..agt
agency. In most of the programs described in this chapter, on the
other hand, the local district plays a much more prominent part
in the organization and direction of the clinical service, looking ohly
to the coupty or to the State for the supplementary aid which it
cannot furnish from its own resources.

Any number of variations may be cited, but the general patteims
followed are about the same as those here described. The dearth
of adequate specialized assistance is common to most of them. The
clinic that makes only infrequent visits to a given community can
give-diagnostic service but it cannot become intimately acquainted
with the resources and limitations of the local school system, and
because of this it is felt that the recommendations made often lack AP
practical suggestiveness. One school official repoits that "it is better
than having no service at all but far less satisfactory than having a
consulting psychiatrist on the school staff or a local clinic handling
cases cooperatively." Another &palls attention to the fact that the
psychiatrist "seeined to feel that the application of scientific terms
to cases was the same as solving the problems." Another says that
"due to crowded conditions of appointment cafendar, service is
slow." Still another makes the comment: "In vipw of the fact that
we cannot have our own staff, this clinic is of incalculable value in
giving us expert advice on our most problematical cases. We could
hardly do without it."

Admitting all the weaknesses and inadequacies of present arrange-
ments, one is encouraged by the efforts being made to bring clinical

.
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services to bear upon the guidance of childre.n in the schools of small
urban centers. The variability ol organization plans and of agencies
sponsoring them provides in itself a wholesome experience. The
attack upon the problem of maladjustment among children is being
made from all sides. Health specialists look upon it as a problem in
the furtherance of mental health, welfare agencies look upon it as an
opportunity for social servie, educational specialists consider it a
challenge to their programs of guidance. 'All of these groups are
involved in an effective coordination of available resources.

Whatever the immediate affiliation or sponsorship of the clinical
organization, its major purpose is recognized as service for c dram
and the one public agency which is concerned with all the cltildié'n is
the American school system. If child-guidance procedures are toi
influence school policies in4 way that will redound to the menial
health of all children and not merely serve as a device aimed to
"cure" troublesome cases, it seems obvious that the're must be between
the clinic and the schools an unbroken line of the closest possibl
interrelationship. At one end a clinical staff understanding child
guidance and the schools, at the other end an educational staff inter-
ested in mental hygiene and in applying its implications to school
procedures, and the pathway between them kept always open for
helpful intercoursethis would seem to promise much for clinical
work of enduring value.

The organization of specialized clinical service as an intrinsic part
of the school administrative plan would, of course, facilitate such a
relationship, but it need not be considered the only prerequisite of suc-
cess. The small city can use to the utmost all its own résources of
health, education, and welfare, perhaps join with neighboring cities in
order to multiply them effectively, and then supplement them further
with those which the county or the State can contribute. It can thus
confidently look forward o the possibility of developing a welt-
coordinated service which can still be centered in the educational
program of the community, but which in any case will require a
mutual understanding and cooperation on the part of all the agencies
concerned with the development and security of children.

.
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CHAPTER IV
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In this chapter consideration is given to clinical programs organ-
ized in cities ranging in population from 50,000 to 200,000." As one
might expect, school systems in cities of this size have more resources
within themselves and are less dependent upon State, county, or com-
munity agencies than those in the smaller urban centers discussed in
chapter III. Particularly is this true of the psychological, physical,
and social aspects of the program. For psychiatrie services most
of them still look outside of their own immediate ranks, although one
finds in this respect, too, provision made increasingly by the school
system itself.

The illustrative programs described here are arranged in three
groups, on the basis of the source of psychiatric assistance, namely :

(1) Those in which, as in many of the smaller cities already dis-
cussed, psychiatric service comes from the State; (2) those in which
it is supplied by a community agency or private foundation; (3)
those in which it is an inherent part of the schools' facilities. The
common factor of all the programs described is an emphasis upon
the guidarice and adjustment function of the'sChool through the clini-
cal approach to the study and treatment of pupil problems.

s

PSYCHIATRIC SERVICE FROM THE STATE

Erie, Pa.-4n this city, with a population of 118,000, there is in the
school system a child study department, which is directed by a
psychologist and in which is included a child guidance clinic for
the study and adjustment of all types of pupil problem& It is reported
that about 50 percent of these may be characterized as "behavior prob-
lezna" The child siudy department is responsible also for the
supervision of special schools and classes for handicapped childrer
and for the administration of psychological examinations in the school
system as a whole. Its staff consists of the psychologist-director ; the
supervisor of special education two visiting teachers, one of whom

es Except where Otbitiliiesk_hulicated, all data reported in this section, ,includinir
"filaments, are taken from reports contributed in 1938 by local school officials
Office of Education.

sr All population figures used are as of estimates made by the Bureau of the
in 1933.

quoted
to the

Census
.
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is assigned especially to the work of the Child Guidance Clinic; a
secretary-assistant; and a stenographer.

From Wirren State Hospital comes a psychiatrist for 2 days each
month during the schoól year fòr the consideration of cases requiring
his attention. This service is without cost to the school district.
Cases of pupil maladjustment are referred by school principals or
teachers, medical inspectors, school nurses, attendance workers, par-
eAts, family physicians, members of parent-teacher organizatións,
court probation officers, visiting nurses, county nurses, relatives, and
by various social agencies.

The general procedure followed in bringing a school case to the
attention of the psychiatrist is described in a report of the child
study department in 1933: 38

In, the majority of cases the psychologist initiates the study of the prob-
lem. If the facts furnished by teachers, school records, and psychological
examination warrant neuropsychiatric examinatioh, the child is referred to
the visiting teacher for the clinic, who sets about procuring a case history,
compiled according to psychiatric standards. This means finding out every-
thing about the child from all available sources. She secures from the
parents a history of heredity, development from prenatal time to the present,
physical illnesses, social adaptability, practical abilities outside of school,
habits, and delinquencies. School agencies furnish records of scholarship,
deportment, physical examinations, and general observations of teacher&
The family physicians cooperate by furnishing records of their findings dur-
ing various illnesses. The child is then given a place on the clinic schedule,
usually to be brought in by one or both parents. Before seeing the child
the clinic doctor reads the history prepared by the visiting teacher and the
report of the psychologist. Theli the neuropsychiatric examination is made,
followed by an interview with the parent. After -this an estimateof ,the
child's difficulties is attempted from a medical and psychiatric viewpoint.
The psychiatrist, visiting teacher, psychologist, parent, and sometimes others
immediately interested discuss the problem, and an agreement is reached
as to the best practical method of procedure. The clinic offers no medical
treatment. Many of the children have serious physical troubles, and in all
such cases the relatives, are urged to seek the aid of the family physician.
A copy of the psychiatrist's report is sent to the school principal, and if
medical treatment is advised a copy is sent to the family physician. After
the clinic examination the visiting teacher keeps In touch with the child,
making note and keeping a record of his progress at school and at home
and endeavoring to secure the fulfillment of the clinic recommendation&

4eporting for the year 1938-39, the visiting teacher for the child
guidance clinic calls attention to one of die interesting elements of
progress in its work, as follows:

The most outstanding feature in the p of the child guidance clinic
of tbe Erie public schools during, the current ear was the introduction of a

11/4
- School district of the city of Erie, Pa. Report of the child study department;

1933. P. 17.
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special children's clinic room. This room was decorated by two students
of the art classes at Tech High School. The walls are a soft light Nile,
with a frieze of brightly colored nursery rhyme pictures at the level of a
small child's eye. The lower walls and woodwork are painted a pale
yellow-cream color, giving an impression of brightness and expansiveness.
The ceiling is a pale orange, reflecting a spirit of sunshine in the room.
The entire coloring of the room gives one a feeling of restfulness and
intimacy. Dr. Rosenzweig, clinic director, reports that both children and
parents have been more responsive and more cooperative during the inter-
views since the clinic room has been in use. The children are eager to talk
to the doctor and at times reluctant to leave the room, and the parents
too have seemed more relaxed and free in their conversations with the
psychiatrist. It is interesting to note that one of the boy artists who
worked on the clinic room project was at one time a behavior problem in
the schools. However, through the efforts of the child study department
his talents were discovered and are being developed.

Wilmington, Del.The director of special education and mental
hygiene in this city of 107,000 inhabitants serves also in the same
capacity the State of Delaware as a whole. The division of which
he is in charge is responsible for the supervision and administration
of all the special classes in the city and in the State, and also for
assistance in the adjustment of pupil problems of various other kinds.
Within the division is the psycho-educational clinic. The staff
of the clinic includes,. in addition to the director, one psychologist
for the city of Wilmington, and it utilizes the medical inspectors,
home visitors, and school nurses a the city.

The primary functions of the psycho-educational clinic are, as its
name indicates, the study and adjustment of instructional problems
.and-the promotion of the mental hygiene point of view in relation to
classroom situations. Behavior cases sometimes find their way to
the clinic, but serious difficulties of this kind are usually re-referred
to the mental hygiene clinic of the Delaware State Hospital, which
provides psychiatric, psychological, and social services in connection
with the cases which it studies. Thus the two types of clinical pro-
grams suppleinent each other.

In pointing out the significant elements of the service given, the
director of the department of special education and mental hygiene
calls attention to the following items:

1. An attempt is made to adjust the work of the schools to the children's
needs. This removes one cause of malbehavior.

2. An attempt is made in many cases to adjust the family and environ-
mental situation.

8. Necessary physical treatment is provided in many caws, the results of
which ari reflected in the later psycho-physical adjustment

4. Greater understanding of the child's condition on the part of the teacher
brings an improved attitude toward the child.

v

t 4) Nr
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PSYCHIATRIC SERVICE FROM A COMMUNITY AGENCY

Des Moines, lowa.The department of pupil adjustment in the
school system of this city of 145,000 inhabitants combines the serv-
ices usually ascribed to a psychological clinic, an attendance depart-
ment, and a department of special education. There are also five
visiting teachers in the school system, three of wl;om are .assigned
to full-time work with behavior and attendance problems, while the
other two give about half of t*ir time to psychometric examina-
tions. School medical service is likewise available.

The clinical examinations of the department of pupil adjustment
are psychological rather than psychiatric in nature, the person in
charge of the clinical' work being a psychologist by training. Prob-
lems studied include, in addition to those of a purely educational
type, school disciplinary cases, attendance irregularities, and a much
smaller number of serious cases of delinquency: Clinical conderences
are held as the need dictates and are attended by all concerned with
the case, including principal, school counselor, teacher, and
sentatives of social agencies or court. Assignment for folje!Tp
work is made by the psychologist in charge.

If cases are of such a type that they demand psychiatric treat-
ment, they are referred for consultation or for permanent assign-
ment to the mental health clinic, which is an agency supported by
the community chest of Des Moines and which has the services of apart-At psychiatrist and a full-time psychologist. In such in-
stances, a copy of all the information collected by the department
of pupil adjustment is sent to the mental health clinic and a consul-
tation of the members of the two agencies helps to determine further
responsibilities in handling cases.

Pasadena, Calif.Pasadena has a population of about 81,000. Its
school clinical service i definitely centered in the guidance depart-
ment, with cooperative relationships extending to numerous other
agencies both within and without the school system. The director of
guidance, assisted by one full-time psychologist, leads in the clinical
study, while health specialists, attendance workers, school counselors,
principals, and teachers all contribute to the consideration of the
problem at hand. Parents, too, may participate in the clinical
conferences.

The chart reproduced on page 39 shows rather comprehensively
what special services Pasadena ôffers to unadjusted school children
and what relationships obtain with agencies outside the school system.
It is significant that school methods of adjustment, as listed on the
chart, begin with a positive health and mental hygiene program

j
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38 CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCE

through classroom organization and pupil-teacher relationships, and
that only when the school resources are exhausted is the case to be
referred to the special service agencies of the guidance department
and the child welfare department.

.Important, too, is the position which the coordinating council-ad-
justment committee has in the scheme of work. This is a com-
munity group representing variousAsocial agencies which attempt to
mobilize their resources for the interests of the individual child.
Each case brought to the attention of the committee is cleared by way
of the social service exchange, so that the maximum coordination of
effort may I)e obtained.

Among the agencies listed on the chart is the child guidance
clinic. This is an organization sponsored by the Southern Califor-
nia Society for Mental Hygiene and supported by the Los Angeles
and Pasadena Community Chest. It serves both of these cities as a
unit and does not limit its cases to school problems, but it accepts
from the schools cases which appear to demand the psychiatric
assistance which it is prepared to give. Thus again we find a com-
munity psychiatric clitic supplementing the psychoeducitional clini-
cal service which is an intrinsic part of the school program and
which is intimately related to every other phase of the school activi-
ties affecting the lives of children.

Niagara Fa118, N. Y.Some cities have located in their midst a
clinical service which is supported by a private foundation. Niagara
Falls, with a population of 79,000, is one of these, looking to the
child guidance clinic of the'Martha H. Berman Foundation for the
specialized services which are not available through the school
system. The board of education employs one full-time psychologist,
a full-time school physician, ttnd a full-time visiting teacher. These
in themselves constitute to a certain extent an effective clinical unit
which meets once each week, *ogether with representatives of any
social agencies involved, to disctss problem cases. Teachers are like-
wise frequently invited to participate in staff conferences. The
result has been a significant &ogress in the understanding and
adjustment of pupil difficulties. \

The Berman Foundation, through the child-guidance clinic, fur-
nishes psychiatric help, as well as a4ditional psychological and social
services. The schools are only one o' the referring agencies. Others
contributing to the case load of the linic are the welfare orgapiza-
tions of the city,- the courts, parents,\relatives, friends, and 'private
physicians. In the year 1936-87, 15& new cases were studied, of
which 55, or 86 percent, were referred y the schools. The coopera-
tive arrangemeSa between schools and c1nic are reported to be very
attisfactory.
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PSYCHIA,RIC SERVICE WITHIN THE SCHOOL SYSTEM

Gary, Ind.This city, with a population of 108,000, has within its
school system an organized child-guidance clinic, the supervision of
which is in the hands of the director of child welfare of the schools.
A school psychologist gives about half of her time to clinical re-
sponsibilities; a school physician and school nurses serve the clinical
cases when needed; and 11 school visitors cooperate in the social case
work. A psychiatrist is employed by the board of education for 24half days during the year, or the equivalent of 2 half-day clinical
sessions each month.

Cases to be considered by the clinic are referred to the school
psychologist by the schools, parents, court, family physician, or other
interested persons. The .psychologist, in turn, arranges for their
presentation at clinical conferences, which are attended not only by
the clinical specialists but also by principal, teacher, school visitor,
school nurse, and social worker from an interested social agency.
Follow-up work is assigned at the conference, and in this responsi-
bility principals and teachers always play an important role through
the adjustme f the school program tq meet the child's needs. En-
vironmental ustments in the home or community are followed up
by ,the schoo -visitors and representatives of community social
agencies.

Long Beaoh, Calif.With a population of approximately 157,000,
the city of Long Beach has organized within its school system a child-
guidance clinic. This is under the direction of the "coordinator of
curriculum and child welfare," whose responsibilities lie in the fieldof adjustment both with reference to pupil problems and curricular
adaptations in relation to the needs of pupils. In : ition to the
coordinator, the clinical staff includes one school psychologist who
gives part time to clinical cases, the supervisor of health services,
who is also a psychiatrist, and one full-time visiting teacher.

Clinical conferences are held once each week. Besides the regular
clinical staff, the school supervisor of attendance, principal, teacher,
and school counselor are present. Cases to be considered are referred
through the visiting teacher by the schools or by community social
workers with whom a cooperative relationship is maintained. Thevisiting teacher and the school counselor are responsible for followingup the case after diagnosis and recommendations have been made.
The teacher of the child in question assists in compiling school historyand in making follow-up reports.

The service of the child-guidance clinic is reserved primarily for
the study of cases presenting problems of behavior as distinct from
those of an instructional nature, although it is realized that the two

E
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types are closely interrelated. Approximately 100 cases are studied
each year, but many of them do not receive full clinical attention. It
is found that a large number of problems can be adjusted by the
visiting teacher, either alone or with the assistance of one or more
staff members.

In commenting upon the values and the difficulties of the clinical
program, the coordinator points out the importance to the clinic of
the information concerning the patient possessed by persons coming
in contact with him (such as principals and teachers) who are not
members of the clinical staff; also the importance to these persons,
as they sit in with the clinic, of learning the techniques used in
approaching problems of this character. It is likewise pointed out
that there is danger of isolating the clinic in the school system, so
that its effect upon school practice is not as great as it might be.
The question is raised as to whether the major function of the clinic
should be defined in terms of the number of cases to which it gives
full clinic study or in terms of its educational influence upon practices
in individual guidance. In Long Beach the attempt is made to realize
both these functions in the clinical program.

B erkeley , C alif .Since 1928, the city of Berkeley, with its popula-
tion of 86,000, has supported within its school system a behavior
research clinic, operating as part of its bureau of guidance, place-
ment, and personnel. It is sponsored by the Berkeley Coordinating
C/ouncil, which was the forerunner of a large number of similar
councils organized throughout the State of California and in other
parts of the country."

Psychometric service for the clinic is provided by selected teachers
who have been carefully trained in the technique of giving mental
and educational tests. One full-time visiting teacher and the school
counselors in all schools do the needed follow-up and case work.
School health service is utilized for clinic cases when desirable. A
yediatrician is employed by the board of education for 2 half days
each week and a psychiatrist for 3 half days each week.

Clinic conferences are held on three mornings each week, either at
a school or at the central administrative offices. The cases to be con-
sidered at a given conference are designated by the supervisor of
guidance, placement, and personnel, to whom they have been pre-
viously referred by the school principals. A principal, a school
counselor, or the visiting teacher acts as chairman of the conference;
the ptchiatrist and the pediatrician (when available) take a leading
part ; and the parent or guardian and the child's teacher are likewise

For history and description of the work of coordinating councils, see Beam, Kenneth
S. Coordinating Councils in California. Sacramento, Calif. State Printing Office,
1938. 54 p. (State of California, Department of Education Bulletin. 1988. No. 11.)
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present whenever feasible. In any case the teacher is notified of the
results 2f the conference and of the recommendations of the psychi-
atrist regarding the problem of a child in whom ghe is interested.

The behavior research clinic in Berkeley is primarily (but not
exclusively) designed for the study and adjustment of serious be,-
havior problems. A "serious behavior problem" is defined as "one
which varies sufficiently from normal behavior to cause the teacher
to feel that the child does not gadjust satisfactorily to the group."
Emphasis is placed upon the fact that such cases should include not
only aggressive types of misdemeanor which disturb the discipline of
the classroom but also emotional instability of any kind, exaggerated
reticence or timidity, shut-in or depressed personality. If medical
attentiori is needed, parents are advised to consult their own physi-
cians for treatment. If family finances do not permit this, the pupil
is referred to city agencies for free medical care. The case worker is
also in touch with various other community agencies which give
assistance in providing special diets, medicine, lunches, and other
needed items.

The importance of clinical service in relation to the entire school
program, with special reference to provisions for handicapped chil-
dren, is indicated by the statement of the superintendent of schools
in Berkeley :

There is no doubt that the public school should develop extensive use
of the child-guidance clinic, where the psychiatrist, the pediatrician, and
the psychologist may assist the teachers and the parents in understanding
some of the more hidden and more subtle causes of maladjustment. The
mentally re rded child or the child who has some physical or mental
handicap is ways more likely to be misunderstood ; is always more likely
to develop some complex or fear because of his inability to have an even
break with other children of his own class and age. It is the'business of

j the school to study the abilities and the limitations of each child. When
these abilities and limitations are properly understood and properly met
there will be less of the struggle that results in failure. The sense of failure
and of inferiority in the child is one of the basic elements in causing social
maladjustment which eventually, unless corrected, leads to delinquency and
crime. If we are to reduce delinquency and crime, the public school must
give important Consideration to child-guidance clinics, using the best scien-
tific training and scientific skill in helping parents and teachers to make
early adjustments in the lives of children.;

GENERAL COMMENTS

The general pattern of the local child-guidanpe clinic is evident
from the foregoing descriptions of programs inacity-school systems.
In each of the school systems considered one finds health services,
visiting-teacher or similar functions of a case-work' type, and psy-
chological, or at least psychometric, assignment& Psychiatric serv-
ice is available at best only on part time within the school system,

,
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and in most cases comes from a community agency outside the
schools.

Relation of the clinical staff to the rest of the school 8y8tern.--The
clinical staff. exclusive of the psychiatrist, is rarely in cities of this
size reserved for clinical cases only. but its members carry on their
clinical duties as a part of their total responsibilities in the school
system. Such an arrangement, necessitated in most cases by bud-
getary limitations, has both its advantages and its disadvantages.
Because of the many other demands made upon them, the members
of the clinical staff cannot isolate themselves from general school
activities but must perforce become intimately acquainted with the
educational program of the school system and its numerous possi.-
bilities for and hindrances to adjustment of pupil problems. This
is 'conducive to more effective adjustment procedures. On the other
hand, manifold demands for general iervite may become so pressing
as to weaken the effectiveness of the clinical prográm. Unless suffi-
cient time is definitely and regularly set aside for attention to clini-
cal cases, both in conference and in follow-up service, the results are
likely to be quite unsatgfactibry. A weekly clinical conference would
seem to be the minimum in cities of this size, with well-organized
procedures of referral, clinical consideration, and follow-up. The
intervals between conferences are obviously of great significance for
the actual treatment of the cases in question, and, if the clinical rec-
ommendations are to be more than mere statements filed away on a
case- history, someone must be actively at work to see that they are
followed out. The assignment of such responsibility must be defi-
nite and must allow for the time-consuming nature of the duties
involved. No standards have been worked out to date designating
the.amount of time required by the various types of specialists par-
ticipating in the clinical program, but the descriptions given in this
chapter will give some indication of how much time is allowed. Al-
most unanimously comes the expressed desire for more time or for a
larger staff.

Fractions of the clinie.Reference has been made to the question
of the priority of functions of the clinic as they relate. on the one
hand, to the adjustment of individual pupil problems and, on the
other hand, to bringing about desirable changes in the educational
program. It seems impossible to separate these in the concept of a
completely functioning child-guidance clinic in the school system.
The first is one of immediate responsibility; the second is one of ulti-.

mate value, the realization of which will in turn minimizeor at least
greatly lessen---the need of the first.

The situation finds a close parallel in the provision of medical and
health services for the body. The cure of physical ill health is impor.

,
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tant, and its need will always be present; but the prevention of ill-
ness through health education is just as. important. The modern
physician aims to keep his patients well, and public-health agencies
have the same objective for the community at large. So, too, the
child-guidance clinic must affect educational practice in the interests
of mental health for every child if it is tio make its greatest contribu-
tion in adjustment measure for those whose mental health is endan-
gered. The very fact that in mpst of the cities considered in this
chapter the clinical uctivities are not limited to "behavior problems"
as such, but include other difficulties related to the educational pro-
gram indicates the closeness of the relationship. Moreover, the clin-
ical staff, in being concerned with all phases of the educational pro-
gram, has an advantage in carrying out the larger function of the
clinic. Through the application of clinical ideals to all their contacts
and activities, they can constitute a leaven through which the char-
acter of the entire school program is improved. Most essential, of
course, are the soundness of their own point of view on educational
matters, their own ability to understand people, 'and their own will-
ingness to make reasonable adjustments in the light of the situation
at hand.

Coordination of 8ervke8.Of growing significance in city programs
such as those which have been described is the conscious effort made
to coordinate all the services which the community has to offer either
within or without the school system. The Berkeley Coordinating
Council and the Pasadena Coordinating Council Adjustment Com-
mittee are typical of the form of organization which has been instru-
mental in many communities throughout the country in promoting
the miximum use and 'the minimum duplication of existing facilities
for the welfare of children. Even without the formal organization
.of such a body, there is apparent a marked effort to 'Alike all the
forces of the community count for a well-integrated program of serv-
ice, each agency contributing of its own resources to the total struc-
ture. Of the vital contributions which the schoòls can make to the
entire program, aot the least important is a well-organized clinical
service for the adjustmtat of pupil problems.



CIIAPTER

THE OPPORTUNITY OF THE LARGE CITY 4°

There are 41 cities in the United States with a population of more
than 200,000.4' All but 4 of these report the availability of some
clinical service, with psychiatric attendance, either within the school
system or through a community agency not immediately connected
with the schools. Twelve of these cities report psychiatric service as
a definite part of the clinical program sponsored by the board of
education. These are: Los Angeles, Calif.; Chicago, Ill.; Baltimore,
Md.; Detroit, Mich.; Minneapolis, Minn.; Jersey City and Newark,
N. J.; New York City, Rochester, and Syracuse, N. Y.; Portland,
Oreg.; and Providence, R. I. Certain other cities have extensive
psychological or child-guidance clinics df a nonpsychiatric type in
the school system (as, for example, Cincinnati and Cleveland, Ohio;
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, Pa.; and Seattle, Wash.), but utilize
for the most part extra-school psychiatric facilities; while practically
all the cities in this population group provide through their school
systems some psychological or social service in the interests of pupil
adjustment.

Siam the majority of the programs described in the previous chap-
ters have been characterized by the utilization of community psychi-
atric services for the children in the schools, those discussed in this
chapter, with one exception, will be limited to situations in whigh a
child-guidance clinic with psychiatric service (or division with
similar function) is set up and financed as a definite part of the
school provisions. An account of the program in Portland, Oreg., is
included because the public schools in this city constitute one of the
official sponsoring agencies of the clinic, although not directly em-
ploying the psychiatric services.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

(Population : 255,600)

In the department of research and guidance of the city school sys-
tem of Providence there is a school clinic for children's problems,

*Except where otherwise indicated, all data reported in this section, including quoted
statements, are taken from reports contributed in 1988 by local school officials to the
Office of Education.

a All population figures used are as of estimates made by the Bureau of the Census
in 1983.
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under the immediate direction of an assistant in the department who
is in charge of psychological examinations for the school system as a
whole. Serving the clinic are three additional school psychologists,
each devoting about one-third time to clinic cases; two full-time
social case workers; and a psychiatrist for 8 hours each week. The
school medical inspection and referrals to hospital clinics in the city
are utilized as needed.

Clinic conferences are held twice each week, with the director, the
psychiatrist, psychologist, and case worker attending. Sometimes the
representative of an interested social agency also participates. Thedirector of the clinic is responsible for receiving applications forclinical service and for bringing the cases to the attention of theclinic. A social worker or school counselor is usually charged withfollowing up the case. A psychologist discusses the findings with theteacher of the child, and, if the case warrants, the case conference isheld at the school where both teacher and principal can participate.

General comment on the work of the clinic is made by the director,as follows :

Types of cases considered may be divided into personality difficulties andconduct disorders. The former are of the neurotic type, while the latterinvolve overt behavior. In treating the latter, we work closely with thedisciplinary department, as it is difficult at times to detehline whkh de-partment can deal with the child to best advantage at the time referred.In studying a case psychometric testing takes place first, school history iscompiled, and personal traits analyzed. The interview with the parentcomes next, with appointment for the psychiatrist. The visit toatrist is followed by a conference of all concerned. Each year closeabout one-third of our cases as making satisfactory progress, keep one-thirdon a semiactive list as in need of possibie help, and carry over one-ptbird asactive for the next year. Of those whose names were on the semiactivelist last year, only about 10 percent returned for further help. A few cases(five or six special ones each year) are referred to the Providence ChildGuidance Clinic, sponsored by the Rhode Island Society of Mental Hygieneand the Community Chest, or to the clinic of the Rhode Island State Hospital.

PORTLAND, OREG.

(Population : 309,100)

It has been pointed out how the Oregon plan functions inrelation to a small city such as Eugene. It might be expected that amore highly organized program would exist in a city of\the size ofPörtland, and this is evident from the chart of page 47. An inter-esting feature of the plan is the official joint svonsorship of the clinicby the Portland public schoolstthe juvenile court, and the Universityof Oregon medical school. The chart shows, in addition to these, thecooperating agencies and the referring agencies. The clinic is thus a
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real community project, in which the schools participate as one of the
community agencies involved.

During a 4-year period of the clinic's work for which data are
available, tile schools referred about 50 percent of the cases studied,
and two-thirds of these involveA problems other than those produced
by educational retardation. Significant is the fact that of the total
number of cases referred during this period, 165, or 25 percent, were
diagnosed as "recessive." This represents the highest frequency of
any one diagnosis made, and itis indicative of the increasing recog-
nition being given to the dangers to mental health of excessive timid-
ity as well as of excessive aggressiveness.

Despite the successful operation of the cliiiic as a community proj-
ect, its limitations are pointed.out by the director of child study and
special education for the Po-eland schools. Ile ascribes these limita-
tions to the lack of adequate crinioal time for the schools and to the
lack of opportunity on the part of school people to work with qie clinic
on their own cases. To remedy this situation, he suggests the desir-
ability i3d establishing irithin the school system a clinical service
through which teachers and administrators may help in solving a
problem through consultation with clinical specialists. He writes:"

Bringing the clinic into the school will bri it closer to the communitytlibough the teacher, principals, school nurz:,:, parent-teacher organizations,as well as through the parents of the children served. This would developa better understanding of the woik being done and thus make possible the
more adequate financial support needed for sufficient expansion of clinicalfacilities to provi» or the needs of the community.

'JERSEY CITY, N. J.

(Population: 319,900)

The general organization of the bureau of special service.in the
school system of Jersey City is depicted on page 49. The purpose .ofthis bureau is "to handle all cases of juvenile maladjustment or deliii-
quenbY within the school system." Its program is of particular intAir-
est because it not only coordinates the usual child-guidance servidesof a school system but brings into immediate Telationship'to them the
services of one police inspector and five plain-clothes officers.

The following statement appters in a mimeographed refort describ-
ing the work df the organization:

The ¡bests of this entire program is that every case of maladjustmenthas definite causal fitCtors of a physical, mental, pr environment nature
. r Nbielt should be recognized aild eitrefully considered before the clgld is insti-4.;
a Martin, Lewis C. . Organization of *II child guidance clinic. Journal of eiceptionalchildren, 6: 212-216, May 1989.
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tutio-nalized or held responsible in any other manner. The many sociological
studies of recent years have served to point out the importance of environ-
mental influences, of maladjusted home conditions, maladjustment within
the school, as well as physical and mental maladjustment. Until the school
has thoroughly investigated all of these potential influences and has
attempted to understand the individual in the light of them, it has failed
in its duty to the child and to society and must accept full responsibility for
the failure rather than attempt to place it upon the child.

The procedure used in handling school problem cases is charac-
terized as follows:

1. Children showing definite signs of abnormal physical or mental con-
ditions are reported to the bureau of special service on special forms
prepared for such reports. Accompanying this report is a complete state-
ment of the school history on the permanent record card of the school
system as well as the analytical statement of personality traits, recrea-
tional habits and interests, and any special indications of maladjUstment.

2. These cases are then referred to the visiting teachers for complete
investigation of both home and school conditions. This record becomes
a cumulative one by means of weekly follow-up visits by the visiting
teacher&

a All children are scheduled for complete clinical examination in the
light of the information gained from school and- home. Special attention
is given to sensory defects due to the alarming number which have been
found to escape detection by the classroom teachers.

4. Weekly conferences are held for the discussion of these cases in an
attempt to formulate a well-rounded Judgment of the proper way of
handling each individual.

5. Recommendations are made to the superintendent of schools regard-
ing the necessity for transferring children to the various special classes
and schools. Further than this, recommendations are also made for the
establishment of additional classes of a given type or additional types of
classes.

For handling serious cases that demand police attention, the
procedure is outlined as follows:

To replace the old system of allowing-, individual police officers to take
boys to police stations or place them in correctional institutions pending
action of the court, the following procedure in the handling of policeleases
has been established:

1. Whenever a child is detected committing some juvenile offense of
sufficient importance to demand police attention, he is escorted to his
home by the officer who secures the name, age, address, and school
attended. The following day a complete report is made to the in-
spector of the police detail assigned to this bureau giving the above
information together with the.offense committed by the child.

2. Parents are notified to present themselves at the office of the
bureau of special service accompanied by the child for a conference
regarding the reported offense.

. a Complete statements are taken from parents and children regard-ing the family conditions, home life, and recreational habits of the
child. They are given to understand that continuance of such offenses
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will lead to serious difficulty and are advised in regard to the regula-
tion of the children's habits along constructive lines.

4. All of these cases are given clinical examinations as those de-
scribed for children reported by the school authorities, when they
seem advisable, and the parents are advised in regard to necessary
treatment.

5. Follow-up visits are made to the home and the school by plain-
clothes officers who secure information .regarding the child's activities
until such time as there is sufficient evidence that there is no further
need for this follow-up work.

6. In those cases where parents show the proper cooperation, and
still the children continue to be delinquent, the child is taken before
the Juvenile court with a complete statement of the case and the
desirability of a correctional institution is decided by the Judge. This
has been necessary in less than 10 percent of the cases which were
formerly automatically referred to such a court.

It is pointed out in the report of the bureau of special service that
one of the most important features of the entire program in Jersey
City is the coordination of all public agencies in the interestsof child-
hood. The school was chosen as the central agency "since it already
had a large group of trained workers who were bound to be in close
contact with the child for about one-third of his waking hours during
the formative years of his life. In addition to this, the school system
inchided in its personnel many of the experts needed to carry out the
objectives of the program and could offer not only the guidance needed
but the physical facilities for both educational and recreational ac-
tivities. The added expense to the taxpayer has been negligible due
to the existence of such facilities."

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

(Population: 833,500)

The functions of child study and special education in the school
system of Rochester are combined in one department, with a director
in charge. Besides the director, the central staff of the department
consists of 1 assistant direcitr for special education, 2 supervisors,
15 psychologisti; 1 part-time psychiatrist, and 1 part-time otologist.
An ophthalmologist's services are available upon request. Lighty-six
teachers of special classes for handicapped children scattered through-

, out the city come under the supervision of this child study and special
education department. The board of education also has a working
relationship with the psychiatric division of the Strong Memorial
Hospital, located in Rochester, to which cases needing such attention
are referred for treatment after examination by the child-study
department.

The functions of the department of child study and special educa-
tion, as listed by the Rochester public schools, indicate hoW closely
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the adjustment of behavior and personality problems is related to the
diagnosis find adjustment of other types of pupil difficulties. These
functions are as follows:

1. To diagnose learning difficulties of individual children and to suggest
remedial treatment and grade placement.

2. To investigate causes of personality and social maladjustments; to plan
for treatment in cooperation with other personnel workers; and to arrange
for psychiatric interviews at child-study office, at health bureau, or in
hospital clinics.

3. To help discover, through special tests, pupils with unusual ability in
art, music, mechanics, and other special fields.

4. To examine all pupils by group intelligence tests at kindergarten,
fourth-grade, seventh- or eighth-grade, and ninth-grade levels.

5. To advise in the organization of special groups for remedial or enrich-
ment work and in the organization of ungraded and nonregents classes.

6. To organize and supervise special classes and schools for mentally
handicapped children; to provide adapted instruction for children having
defects of hearing, speech, and vision; to conduct audiometer surveys for
hearing acuity at three grade levels; to conduct hospital and convalescent
classes.

7. To arrange home tutoring as provided by the State for pupils exempt
from school attendance.

8. To make contacts with agencies and State departments caring for
physically and mentally handicapped children.

9. To maintain a file of case records.

There is a separate visiting teacher department in Rochester, with a
director and 16 visiting teachers. These cooperate with the child-
study department in furnishing case reports, but they also carry on
their own social-case work with certain problems referred directly to
them. Visiting teachers are assigned to serve specific schools, and
accordingly many difficulties can be handled in the school without
referral to the central office. The health and physical education de-
partment likewise cooperates through medical examinations and
special health services for children referred for clinical treatinent.

At the central office, a council of personnel services acts to coordi-
nate activities in relation to any problems involving two or more de-
partments, looking toward the realization of well-balanced and con-
sistent treatment. This council also serves as a means of keeping
each department informed of what other departments are doing. A
complete diagram sho.wing all agencies within the school system con-
cerned with adjustment services is inserted.

NEWARK, N. J.

(Population: 447,000)

The director of the department of child guidance in thé Newark
public schools is a psychiatrist, and with him arl associated three
full-time psychologists, three full-time visiting teachers, and two

.



VISITING TEACHER DEPARTMENT

STAFF
Director
16 Visiting teachers
1 Psychiatrist (part time)

FUNCTIONS

I. To pima sad effect short or motioned psychiet-
ric social case wort trageseet in the interest of
individual children who show deviations from the
average in nutters of personality and behavior.

2. To maintain home contacts for the school in
cases where home coachtions or peseta attitudes
do not favor astiedsctory child development.

1. To co-opseet with all accredited family, child
welfare, and recreatioaal species in the unit

4. To co-operste specifically with social agencies
cook-weed with the prevastion of delinqueocy sad
to plea with the Court sad model agencies for the
welfare of children who have become delinquent.

S. To secure is co-operation with the odor,' ewes
and the Health Education Determent dinical moist-
sacs foe isdividuel children needing physical treat-
ment, sad to omega Mr.-psychiatric treatment.

6- To suPervise city, stetet, or federal relief GO

mach retie applies to children d school age.

7. To give the consmileg service of one shift
menabar to children teceivits ochoisrahipe from the
Childrenee Memariel Scholsrehip Pend.

L To mmintais s Ilk al case motif GI builviduells
midis& e

t

CHILD STUDY

AND SPECIAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
STAFF

Director
Aseietest director (Spciel Education)

Supervisors
IS Psychologists
114 Special edscatioa teachers
I Psychiatrist (pert time)

Dialogist (part time)

FUNCTIONS

I. To diagnose lemming difficulties of individual
childree sad to suggest remedial treatment sod
grade *cement.

To inyeedgete causes of persoodiry end wash
msllsdimtmsnts ; to plan lor treatment in co-opers-
thou with other personnel workers ; sad to arrange
for psychiatric interviews st Child Study office, st
Health Bureau, or ia hospital clinics.

3. To discover throegb special tests pupils with
unusual shaky is art tonic, sad mechanics.

4. To examine pupils by group intelligeoce
tests at kindergarten, 4th grade, lth or f/th grade,
sad goth grade levels

L To shim la the orgamisetion of ungraded, op-
portunity, and nen-rageete chimes.

6. To otgurise end supervise special clews and
schools lot mentally handicapped children ; to pro-
vide adapted instruction lot children bevies defects
of bearing, speed', end ; to conduct audiom-
eter surveys. for hearing acuity et three grade levels :
to conduct hospital sad coevalseceat clams& '

7. To uremia home tutoring se provided by the
stag for pepik exempt from school attendance.

II. To make contacts with wades sad state tie-
partamb arias for phyekelly and mentally kilo&
capped children.

S. Tit smieedis Up of cue gem&

.
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CHILD SERVICES ROCHESTER PUBLIC SCHOOLS

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

CO-ORDINATOR OF CHILD SERVICES

DEP A RTMF.NT OF EDUCATIONAL AND
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

STAFF
Director
Ctsideoce counselors

Co-optioning with the cossmeling services of the
secondary schools:

sad bore advisers
Registration officers
Dsportasont hoods

FUNCTIONS

L To °remise sod direct a 'widow. commis
service ie mock school to mast pupils io forusdedas
loss-term educstioael sad occupational plans.

2. To deterushte with heads of departments the
possibalties of hategretiag guidnoc. materiel with
the courses of study is their respective new d ao
develop this sestsrisl.

1 To develop e close co-oediostion with ell other
%action! services Glebe school system which deal
wilt pupil peruses&

4. To meistain caresistive records embody*/
psychological, pkysisloolcel, sad sociekelicel Wee-
swim sad geseosellt, fiction emestld to piths
ladivideele I. asceticism' sod occopetiond

L To co-opwste with existing wades in mot-
employmesit sod io soshasining a follow-op

service foe drop-pets sod all graduates of w-
miry schools.

6. To catalog material cootaistiog authentk infor-
mess for use la widows.

7. To dwelt* basic courses of stu.dy for group
11111111r1Kt1011 sad to publish professional and

occepotionid gsideace WM.

6. To assiateist files of occepedimel sod 'date-
lined lafermMiost Is tech school Epidemic. depart-
N W&

9. T. sperm sad direct a progrest for the is-
porresset of cesseellai methods.

10, T. study local asaliOtwall sad occupstiosal
appottioidee is co-omnibus whb *sleds' public
sod phis* swedes.

Diractoe

DEPARTMENT OF CO-Of _DIN A TION .

AND RESEARCH

STAFF

FUNCTIONS

CO-OR DIN A TION

L To act as a conference caster kw the corridors.
ties ol policies sod cases in which all the child
services should work as s snit.

2. To secure istegrated action is projects involv-
ing two or more of the child services.

14 [St ARCH

1. To prepare sod diatribe*. remelts of eleemetery
school tests related to each crater of interest is the
curriculum.

1 To prepare with committees sod to distribute
mete for the eighth, ninth, sod teeth grades of
secoodary schools is sediects where =dorm city
tests are &West

3. To compile semiotics of all city-wide tests sod
to send to each principal matietical steadies of his
own school.

4. To send to each elemeetery school priacipal
for poremmest record wadies of the work of Mili-
Tided chiffon.

I. To participate is curriculum beading.
fa. To conduct research avails related to the cur-

victims semi to the chid service&

MOM 1937
0111w

SOARD
OF

EDUCATION
ROCHESTER NEW YORK

Reproduced courtesy of tbe Rochester, N. T., publie schools.

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

DEPARTMENT

A. h Function* is Relation to
tali vWaal Pupils

This column doss oat include the program of the
Health sod Physical Education Deportment as a
while. the report of which is node through the
assietant superinteedeet of schools.

STAFF
Director
1 Associate director
1 Assists= director
103 Health moocher.

FUNCTIONS
I. To pion sod direct corrective programs in

physical educed= for children bevies remedial
ph yokel defect.

2. To discover claim whoare below par is rigor
sod to keep the school mesh' swan of doe health seeds
of each children.

To sid the Muslims Deportee= in escorts*
school heel& sopervisias =AIMactivities for

ritturuieg to school altar Ores exsenetirma,
I. errordasce with the advice of physicians.

4. To co-operate with the ChM daft sod Visit*"
Teacher Downbeats ha securing home sod school
adjaammas necessary to improve the vigor of
pupils having health difficulties.

& To work with community ovaries ie the
health isessitsts of Imillyiduel awes.

h. To co-opmets is relief activities retain to
umilmnourielsed chains or chiliree seediss
gloms or school egtiessese related to the bad&
al doe la/hid.

PARENT EDUCATION AND CHILD
DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

STAFF
Specialist
Teacher of parent educed°. classes and supervises

of nursery schools
Narsery school teacher sod assistant

FUNCTIONS'

I. To stimulate individual parents to study tbe
intermits and needsod children of all ages e.-.d to
wort toward meeting these through the family.
school, and community.

2. To conduct parent *dormice groups under pro-
fesaoael leadership for the study of childhood sod
family

I. To train diacuseion Seeders kw local parent edu-
cation groups, church groups, or neighborhood
orgenizatioos.

4. To conduct nursery schools as laboratories for
wrest education.

S. To ol!fer comma sad edocational informarloo
to parents of pro-echool children.

6. To familiarise permits with tbe progress of pres-
ent-day education sod the ways in which they may
cp-operste with the school.

7. l'o make available! to west., =schwa, sod
group Wilder. literature in the fields of child dowel-
(vowel and parent education.

t To counsel student, interested ia working ia
nursery school..

ATTENDANCE DEPARTMENT

STAFF
Director
14 Atteodsoce officers

FUNCTIONS

I. To investigate cases of irregular attendance
reportsd by the schools

1 To aid la securing home conditioos leading to
regularity of atteodance.

3. To hold bearings in persistent cafes of irregu-
larity of attendance.

4. lo prepare *nd proem. is City Court cues
where there is so pareetal co-operation in securing
mistral stteedossc.

& To Wee work certificates.

6. To Ilene newsboys' hedges.

7. To take the school . rows by street canvass
party sad to maintain the corrects... of maul
ststistics by monthly reports from the schools.

s. To reloads e file of ettomisoce caws.

Z. 118724. (Face p. 52)
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clerical helpers. The department was organized in 1926 as a separate
division responsible directly to the superintendent of schools. For
several years previous to the organization of the department, the
public schools of Newark had received child guidance service from
the Essex County Juvenile Clinic, but, when the demand from the
Newark schools became so heavy as to require almost one-half of the
time of the Essex County Clinic, steps were taken by the local board
of education to organize its own service and thus to free the county
clinic for more assistance to other parts of the county.

The department carries the three major responsibilities of psychiat-
ric service, clinical psychology, and visiting-teacher work. Cases
referred include both those needing intensive analysis and treatment
and those. needing only consultative service or brief study for a
particular purpose. The psychologists, for example, administer psy-
chological tests to children recommended for placement inoone of the
special classes of the public schools, to children for whom evaluation
of ability is requested as a basis for determining school adjustment,
and to children who wish post-elementary school or post-high-
school advice as it applies to further education or vocational choice.
The visiting teachers are helpful in adjusting many problems not
requiring full clinical study, only About 25 percent of the cases sebn
by them being referred for intensive analysis and treatment. These
come to the attention of the psychiatrist through the visiting teacher
assigned to the school in which the problem has originated or, if there
is no visiting teacher at hand, through the principal.

The psychiatrist-director reports that, in all the activities of his
department, special emphasis is placed upon teacher participation in
case study and upon treatment through the use of the school as an
important part of the child's environment which must be modified
t.A3 meet his needs. With this objective in view, a consultative serv-
ice to classroom teachers has been established, whereby the teacher
gathers all data needed and discusses with the visiting teacher the
facts of the ease and possible lines of treatment. Such cases do not
reach the clinic unless developments indicate the need of psychiatric
help.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

(Population : 477,700)

To Minneapolis belongs the distinction of having organized the first
psychiatric child-guidance clinic in the country, which functions as
an 'integral part of the city school system. In 1924 such a clinic was
established as an outgrowth of an experimental project financed dur-
ing the preceding year by the Commonwealth Fund. With a full-time
psychiatrist in charge, the staff included also psychological, pediatric,
and social-service specialists. For 9 years the clinic functioned as a
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separate school department, directly responsible to the superintendent
of schools.

In 1933 a reorganization took place through which the child-guid-
ance clinic took on new duties and assumed the name of child study
department, with the clinic as one element of the program. The psy-
chiatrist-director remained in charge of the expanded department and
was given the opportunity of utilizing the services of psychologists,
visiting teachers, and attendance social workers who were already em-
ployed in the school system. In 1938 the clinical staff included, besides
the psychiatrist, 3 psychologists and 25 visiting teachers who gave
about one-fifth of their time to the work of the clinic.

In accordance with the enlarged functions implied in the name of
the child study department, this unit now includes among its activi-
ties the following : Diagnosis, advice, and treatment of emotionally
and mentally disturbed children ; neurological and physical examina-
tions and advice; examination and decision as to placement in special
classes for the retarded ; examinations and advice in special problems
of grade placement, promotion, demotion, curricular changes, applica-
tion and effort of pupils, and other largely educational matters. It
is reported that about 50 percent of the cases studied by the clinic pre-
sent well-defined behavior difficulties.

Thus in Minneapolis one has an example of how a cliniçal organiza-
tion, originally established for the consideration of behavior and per-
sonality problems only, has evolved over a period of years into a de-
partment with a much larger range of responsibilities, in order that
its contribution to the life of the school system might be more effective
and widespread. In a recent annual report of the department, its
director says :

The greatest service the child study department can render to the schools
and the children of Minneapolis will be through the prevention of malad-
justment and not through aiding a small percentage of those who are becom-
ing warped to a satisfactory state of mental health. This preventive service
is called mental hygiene, and in its aims it is closely allied to if not identical
with education itself.

Following out this philosophy, members of the department give series
of lectures to groups of parents and teachers, lead in group discussions
on mental health problems, and participate in various types of school
projects directed toward more effective guidance and curriculum
adjustment for all pupils.

DETROIT, MICH.

(Population: 1,666,100)

For administrative purposes, the Detroit public-school system com-
bines its research and adjustment services in one large division and

b
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places them in charge of a supervising director, who in turn is
responsible to the deputy superintendent of schools. The responsi-
bilities thus combined include research, attendance, special education,
guidance and placement, parental advisory service, and the psy-
chological clinic. Each of these constitutes a separate section of the
division of research and adjustment, and each has its own director.
The psychological clinic is the unit in which are centered the clinical
activities of the school system and to which other sections, depart-
ments, and divisions look for case work.

The responsibilities of the psychological clinic are broad in scope
and relate to the entire school system. They include group testing;
individual testing, diagnosis, and adjustment; vocational testing;
physical examinations; and social work. The staff in 1938 was com-
posed of 1 psychologist-director; 13 other psychologists and mental
examiners; 1 psychiatrist and a other physicians, each for half-time;
6 visiting teachers; 1 reading diagnostician; 6 group and vocational
examiners.

The director reports that from 30 to 40 percent of the cases re-
ferred for clinical adjustment might be termed "behavior problems,"
but he calls attentiim to the fact that "it is difficult to make clear-cut
distinctions as to those that are behavior problems only. * * *
Many children with some mental or physical handicap have certain
behavior difficulties. This may also be true of children having a
reading or other educational disability." The clinic's work thus
concerns itself with pupil problems of all kinds, ind it regards
undesirable behavior or personality as only one of the many mani-
festations to which it should give attention. The effort is made to
reach every school of the city in promoting mental health practices
and in furthering insight on the part of supervisors, teachers, and
principals into the causes and treatment of undesirable behavior.

In addition to the psychiatric service made available through the
psychological clinic, there are various community clinics in the city
of Detroit to which urgent cases may be referred. These supplement
the program which the school system is able to provide, but members
of their staffs cannot, of course, in a city as large as Detroit, have
the intimate acquaintance with the school facilities and possibilities
for adjustment which the members of the staff of the psychological
clinic possess. As the population of a city, nears or exceeds the
million mark, it becomes increasingly difficuft for any one adjust-/informed/ ofment agency to keep intelligently what other agencies
are doing. In cities ôf this size especially, one must expect, for
successful coordination of the program, a very clear statement of
interrelationships, a definite allocation of responsibilities, a well-
planned provision for interchange of zecords and for reports of
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findings, and a wholehearted willingness on the part of each agency
to give as well as to ask cooperation.

Detroit is unique in having established, also, an endocrine gland
clinic and an epileptic clinic, for the study and treatment of endocrine
disturbances and epilepsy. These are both functioning under the
general guidance of the director of special education, and each is
staffed with one half-time and two full-time physicians. Educational
adjustments in spècial schools or classes accompany the physician's
treatment.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

(Population: 7,154,300)

While the population of New York City is so far beyond that of
most cities in the country that its educational organization as a whole
cannot be considered typical, yet its plans for certain phases of the
program are highly suggestive of a type of organization that can be
applied in accordance with population needs. One of these is the
bureau of child guidance, which constitutes one of eight distinct
divisions operating under in associate superintendent of schools, all
of which are concerned with adjustments for handicapped children
and others in special educational need. The other seven divisions
included in this category are (1) bureau for children with retarded
mental development ; (2) division of the blind and sight conservation
(3) division of physically handicapped children (4) industrial and
placement work for physically handicapped children ; (5) school for
the deaf ; (6) speech improvement ; (7) visiting-teacher service.

There are many sources of psychiatric child guidance serviCe in
New York City functioning under a large variety of auspices. In
1931 the board of education took steps to organize its own bureau of
child guidance for the school system, and in April 1932 clinical _

activities were begun. In successive years additional personnel was
appointed, until in 1938 the organization was as represented in the
chart on page 57. The bureau as a whole is tinder the direction
of a psychiatrist, but its activities have been decentralized in such
a way that one clinical unit ts assigned to serve each resAtive section
of the city. A unit consists of a psychiatrist-director, a psychologist,
two to four psychiatric social workers, a school social worker, and the
necessary stenographic assistance. Each of the boroughs of New
York -City is thus provided with clinical facilities as a part of the
public-school system.

The program of the bureau is described by the director as including
(1) clinical or child-study activities, (2) educationil responsibilities,
(3) community activities. The first of these pertains to the direct
study and treatment of pupil problems; the second to-the orientation
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of the sctipof .personnel in 'the' fie10-- of mental hygiene; and the third
to thexinbainten.ance of a *mtitually. cooerotive relationship with all
comrnuniti.ag-encies contributing to the mental health of the people.

The -ease services of the bureau. are designed primarily for the
sdy and treatment of perspna-lity and behavior disorders of school
children aPproximately above-norinal intelligence.
Children- who are referred to the bumat4 but who upon being give')

psyc,hólogituartest show evidence of tin intelligence quotient of 15
or belòw.lite auttimaticall3: referred to the bureau for children with

- retarded mental development, to is-hich all *clinical records concerning
theiii are then transferred. This bureau' has its owh psychological
and visiting .teicher staff,- in addition to facilitiès for medical inspec-
tion. Its services are dipected toward the educational adjustment of

lI the child Ompugh assignment. to a specip..1 schoo.1 or class mo-fe nearly
suited to his &eds. :

Cases are-alisully referred to the buieau. of .child guidance by a
school principal by means of an applicatioil form made. out for that.
purpose. It reported Ilia three-fourths Cif the gases 'referred
require attention .ofily from the Rsychologist or ti psychiatric social
worker, or -pprhaps, both, -wbfking..it -conjunction with- the shool.
The .other fourtikyepresent difficult problems, dernanding a full
ical study, which involves social case history; physirAil, psychological.
and psychiatviç examinations; clinical conference with,diapiosis ; and
a plan i5f treatment. The psychiatric social workei makes neeaed

, contiéts with *achers. and -parents and whenever feasible dtawsAem
- ink') the treatinent program. It ensuing conferences-the -progress on
the case is ngtori and further steps outlined, teach niember of: the
clinical teatn keeping in tpuch vrith developments.

In a special report ofthe activities of /the bureau of child- kruidance,
ditectot ca1J Attention- its éduc.litional values for Oachers : 4 3L.
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CLINICAL .ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCE 59
toward the prevention of educationai maladjustmeuts which are, so
often the forerunners of behavior problems. In this L tl it ap-
proaches the scope cif service represented by the departm: its-of child
study in cities in which the Adjustment program of the schools is not
so highly differentiated as in New York. It is to be eipected that,
as a city increases in size, its services may be increasingly broken"
çlown into separate divisions or departments, each department carry-
ing a more iestricted type of responsibility for a larger school popu-
lation. This is..what has happened in the sciioo.1 system of New York
City, and the bureau of child guidancebecause of its restricted sphere
of activities probably more nearly represents the original conception
of a medically recogniied child.-guidance clinic than any other similar
organization within a spool system., with the possible exception 4of
that of Newark, N. J.

Yet in New Y9rk also the role of the. clinical 'unit is- itssuming a
widér significance; and it is identifying-itself more and more with
the problems- of tile entire school system. The director visualizes
education as a totaJ clinical process in which the functions ofshild
euidauce and instruction -naust ultimalely be combined. "To this
end," he says, "I an) encouráging our psychiatrists, psychobigists, and
social workers to observè in classrooms, have, discussions or con-

. ferefice:s ink the schoWs wiih principals foci teacher groups for mutual
learning, in order that w& may bring about a closer identity than
now exists."

GENERAL COM1fENTS
e

From the accounts presented in this chitpter1 it appears that even in
Many of the latgésrcities of'the cour4ry which have a well-defined
organiiation for child guidance. withirohè school system, the film-
tiori ordinarily attributed to a child-guidance clinic may be found
within the division of general-educatio.nal guidance or, more often, as
Tait of a more, highly sp.ecialized bu-reau of -individual child study
and Adjustment. In 'any case it is cpnceived 'as one phase of the
total program of cikild study, guidance, and-adjustment for all pupils
and'is accordingly assigned to some division of the superintendent's

. stag charged with this type of service.
The gxpèrience ot other large cities, the piograms of which have

not.' been. described in detail; seem to bear out this conclusion. In
-Chicigo, for example, the 'bureau of chi study is responsible for
diagnosis adjustment .service for all p s and the behavior
clinic a part of this bureau. In Lcs Angeles, i win& program

adjustmenOts it coordinated one to which se , e cart-
.menti. contribute. 'Cleveland and Philadelphia have eaten&
.psichOlogical clinics &ring attenticon to large variety of problems.
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60 CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCE

These cities, in addition to Detroit and New York City, ereadydiscussed, are all close to or exceed the million mark in population.Similarly, in Cincinnati, the vocation bureau (which is essentiallya bureau for individual guidance and adjustment) includes a psycho-logical clinic and visiting teacher service. Seattle has its child-guidance department, which is charged with "setting up a preven-tive and remedial program of group and individual guidance,"including the clinical study and treatment of children with problems.Oakland, Calif.; has its department of individual guidance. In Bal-timore, a child-guidance clinic was initiated during the year 1938-39,the chief responsibility of which at presént is not so much to treat.cases as to coordinate all school and community agencies alrefidyavailable for the study and treatment of behavior problems. Thesecities range in population from about 300,000 to 800,000.
The exact type of affiliation within a large schoo) system mustnecessarily vary to sonfe *extent, but it is significant that so manyprograms of clinical service for behavior problems are identifying

themselves with the total program of individual guidance. To schoolpeople who see the personality or behavior problem as one of manytypes of individual difficulties encountered in the school programand so frequently associated with other factors involving schooladjustments, this appears to be a logical administrative releonship.The danger in such an arrangement is that proper precautioris maynot be taken to preserve the integrity of the clinical unit within thelarger organization, with all that this implies as to qualified andadequate staff for intensive case work. If safeguards are thrownabout the program so as to avoid the submergence of 'individualclinical study and treatment in the maze of departmental responsi-bilities, this type of organization might eventually prove to be theone best adapted to school systems.
The most important objective to be achieved is the provision ofclinical service somewhereeither within or without the school sys-,temfor all children who need them. In their child-guidance clinics,Stevenson and Smith say:"

There are no yardsticks with which to measure the amount of clinicalservice a given 'community needs. The experience of two-score largecommunities which have child-gtlidance clinics yields only a rule-of-thumbratio of one full-time psychiatrist., one full-time psychologist, and two orthree full-time psychiatric social workers to a population of approximately.200,000. Such a staff is kept busy in a well-organized community of that'size, and such clinics have been stable financially. Obviously this is by nomeans an ideal or a maximum quota of workers, but it is the norm aboutwhich clinics now seem to gather. Cities much larger usually develop a
u Stevenson, George, and Smith, Geddes. Child-guidance clinics, a quarter century ofdevelopment. New York, The commonwealth fund. Pp. 134-135.

.
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CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCE 61
number of clinical units, sometimes as a result of a deliberate plan, some-times at random. Cities much smaller rarely have the social equipmentwhich justifies full-time service, even though they may have troops ofchildren who would benefit by skilled attention.

Stevenson and Smith are considering the needs and the facilities oftht- entire communitynot only those of the school s3rstem. Hencethe figures they suggest must be applied accordingly.* ff the sumof the child-guidance facilities made available through the schoolsand through other community agencies reaches the norm he cites,it might be thought that a well-coordinated program could be devel-oped for the city as a whole. If, on the other hand, the only .sourceof psychiatric clinical service is a community agency outside theschools, the definite allocation of a reasonable proportion of time andservice for the schools appears essential. From school systems inwhich such provision has not been made, statements have come indi-cating a serious lack in the school program from the point of viewof the school people.
For example, from a school official in one city with a population ofapproximately a half milliona city in which there is an extensive

psychological, visiting-teacher, and guidance service in the schools butwhich is restricted in school psychiatric service to that which is avail-able from community agenciescomes the following:
Field workers and directors in the school bureau agree that the onlyadvantage is that it (i. e., the utilization of community psychiatric service)is better than not having any psychiatric service at all. The chief disad-vantages are that it is not possible to have early enough psychiatric diag-nosis, or to have adequate follow-up interviews between psychiatrist andchild, and psychiatrist and worker. Besides these difficulties, the clinicwith which we have had the most frequent contacts is located in the citygeneral hospital, and it is exceedingly difficult to get children and parentsto go there, and, if they do go, they are frightened by tile necessary red tapeof being registered as patients of the hospital.

From another city of approximately the same size in a widely sepa-rated part of the country comes a similar statenient. "It (i. e., theuse of the community clinic) is much better than no clinic service atall. A clinic as part of the school set-up would insure a much bettermutual understanding on the part of the clinic staff and the schoolpeople."
It is an open question whether the disadvantages of extra-school

community 'clinics, as seen by school people, are necessarily inherentin this type of organization or whether they are due to the inade-quacies of total clinical service available and of mechanical arrange-ments for most effective cooperation. If a community clinic were
sufficiently' staffed to give definitely to the schools a reasonable allot-ment of time and service, and if desirable adjustments were worked

',
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62 CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCE

out with regard to method of referral, place of clinical conferences,
and exchange of findings and of counsel between clinical specialists
and school people, the disadvantages might largely disappear so far
as the treatment of individual cases of maladjustment are concerned.
The integration of the clinic with the entire structure of the school
program and its effective influence upon school policies for the mental
health of all pupils would be more difficult to achieve in a large school
system without making the clinic an actual part of the school organi-
zation. It is this entire problem of coordination of school d com-
munity resources which the newly initiated project in the Efaltimore
public schools is attempting to solve through the establishment of the
child-guidance clinic as a coordinating rather than as a treatment
agency. It will be interesting to watch developments in this direc-
tion in a city in which there are so many community facilities for
clinical service outside the school system.

In the published report of a survey made in 1935 of the Cincinnati
public schools, attention was called to the fact that "no psychiatric
help is available except through the cooperation of clinics, hospitals,
and private practitioners. This has been most' generous in spirit
but necessarily limited in time. It is reported that only two weekly
appointments are given by the central clinic for school cases, with
additional time for emergency cases. But the time to give attention
to untAusted children is before they become emergency cases."45
The survey report continues with the following statement, which is
of general significance and with which this chapter is concluded:

If the child guidance facilities of the school systedi are to function as
a complete unit, a more nearly adequate amount of psychiatric time must
be allocated for the consideration of school problems. It may not be
necessary for the schools to employ a full-time psychiatrist, although this
has been done in several cities of the size of Cincinnati, but certainly 2
or 3 days per week would not be too much. If this were supplemented by
adequate visiting-teacher service (or something of similar type) in all the
schools, and adequate psychological and medical facilities, there would be
a nucleus for a child guidance or mental-hygiene program that could be
extended into every classroom of the city. Such a program would involve
016, only the handling of behavior problems in their early stages but also
an education of teachers, looking toward the development of an insight
Into mental higiene problems which would supplement the work of the
specialists. Classroom adjustment of behavior difficulties is the simplest
and most desirable procedure; but the teacher must be trained to grasp
the' ,signiticance of certain symptoms and to deal wisely with the children
displáying them. Only through a close relationship on her part with all the
specialized agencies in child guidance can she learn to make her daily
contacts with children effective in this direction.

41 Survey report of the Cincinnati public schools made by the Office of Education,
United States Department of the Interior. Cincinnati, Ohio, The Cincinnati Bureau of
Governmental Research, July 1985. P. 150.
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CHAPTER VI

A CONFERENCE AND A SUMMARY

One of the early steps taken by the Office of Education in carrying
on the investigation reported in this bulletin was to invite to Wash-
ington for a 2-day conference a group of 14 specialists active in
clinical service for school children, to explore some of the major
problems involved in such a program. The objectives of the con-
ference were stated by the Office of Education as follows:

1. To a lyze the problems of organization in s9hoo1 systems for thediagnosis and treatment of behavior problems.
2. To assist school authorities to develop effective service in this field.3. To determine the spheres in which the Office of Education can be ofservice to school systems in the development of such programs.4. To assist in planning a study by the Office of Education of clinical

organization in school systems.

It was thought that. a preliminary exploration of the entire prob-
lem with a few of the people who were experienced in carrying on
local programs and in meeting the exigencies of local situations
might indicate the direction which further study should take, as
well as the type of report which would be helpful. The discussions
at the conference touched upon general problems of clinical organi-
zation, servi4es to be rendered, participation of teachers and princi-pals in the cimical program, relationship of the clinic to the total
school program and to the community, and the importance of insti-tuting coordinating techniques among the various ogencies con-
cerned. Sin these points are also thoge which have been consideredin the precedi s chapters, a report of the proceedings of the con-
ference becom in large part a summary of the major items brought
out int' this study. The two are therefore combined in this chapter. _of the bplletin. Except where otherwise indicated, it may be as-sumed that the statements made in the following pages express the
consensus of judgment on the part of the visiting conferees and thefindings of subsequent investigation. They are presented in theform of answers to certain questions which are pertinent to the
development of child guidance facilities.



VISITING CONFEREES

Conference on organization for clinical adjustment of behavior problems of
school children

Office of Education, May 193g

Margaret E. Bennett, Director of Guidance, Public Schookt, PaAatlena, Calif.
Alan Challman, M. D., Bureau of Child Guidance. Public Schools, New York,

N. Y.
Malcolm H. Finley, M. D.. Department of Educational Counsel. Public Schools,

Winnetka,
Roy D. Halloran, M. D., Superintendent, Metropolitan State Hospital, Waltham,

Mass.
Arthur S. Hill, Assistant Director of Pupil Adjustment, Public Schools, Des

Moines, Iowa.
Zoe I. Hirt, Psychologist and Director of Child Study Department, Public

Schools, Brie, Pa.
Thomas W. Hopkins, Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Jersey City, N. J.
Elisabeth Lincoln, Elementary Supervisor, Public Schools, Leominster, Maim
A. Leila Martin, Director of Child Study and Special Education, Public Schools,

Rochester, N. Y.
Alice Metzner, Director of Special Education, Public Schools, Detroit, Mich.
George S. Stevenson, M. D., ator of Division of Community Clinics, Na-

tktnal Committee for Mental Hygiene, New York, N. Y. (More recently
appointed Medical Director of the Committee.)

M. LaVinia Warner, Superintendent, Blosson Hill School, BrwksvWe, Ohio.
Helen M. White, School Clinic for Children's Problems, Public Schools, Provi-

dence, R. I.
F. E. Willard, 43sis1ant Sup( rinte)'(lcut of Schools, Seattle, Wash.
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What clinical services are included in a comprehensive child-
guidance program P

As the term "child guidance" is interpreted by the National
Committee for Mental Hygiene and associated agencies, its func-
tion is specifically the diagnosis and adjustment of behavior and
personality problems of children. The services of a child guid-
ance clinic are rendered "through the direct study and treatment
of selected children by a team consisting of a psychiatrist, a
psychologist, and psychiatric social workers, and also through
focusing the attention of physicians, teachers, social workers,
and parents on what is commonly called the mental hygiene
approach to problems of child behavior." 46

What contribution does each member of the team make to the
child-guidance program?

The psychiatrist is a physician who has specialized in the
study and treatment of the patient as a total organism, with all
the complex interrelationships of physical, mental, and emotional
experiences. A child psychiatrist is a psychiatrist who is quali-
fied to analyze the experiences of children in these directions
and to ferret out, on the basis of the total clinical study, the
underlying causes of behavior maladjustment. Since he is med-
ically trained, he may make his own physical examination or
he may turn this responsibility over to a physician associated
with him in the clinical service. Following a Clinical confer-
ence at which the findings of. all members of the team are dis-
cussed, he makes recommendations for treatment and follow-up,
looking toward the ultimate adjustment of the child's problem.
Pending such adjustment he may need to see the child again and
akain over a period of time.

The psychologist usually studies the mental equipment of the
child, his educational abilities and disabilities, and may help to
apply remedial meaSures in cooperation with principal and
teacher. Psychologists vary widely in their qualifications, some
restricting their activities to the administration of standard tests,
while other are equipped to go deeply into a clinical aniklysis of
the mental and emotional life of the child.

The psychiatrk social worker is a case worker trained in the
techniques of the psychiatric interview but without the medical
training of the psychiatrist. She studies the influence of envi-
ronmental factors in the home, school, and community upon thi

Stevenson, George S., and Smith, Geddes. Child-guidance clinics : A quarter centuryof development. New York, The commonwealth fund, 1934. P. 1.
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66 CLINICAL ORGANIZATION FOR CHILD GUIDANCE

behavior of the child and does what she can to adjust undesirable
conditions. Other types of case workers frequently substituted
for psychiatric social workers, particularly in clinical organiza-
tions within school systems, are the social worker without special
psychiatric association ; the visiting teacher, with training in
both teaching and social work and the school visiting counselor,
who does part-time teaching and part-time case work.

To what extent have such completely staffed child guidance
clinics been established either within or without the school
system P

According to data compiled by the National Committee for
Mental Hygiene, approximately 650 communities in 34 different
States are receiving the servic'es of one or more child-guidance
clinics. In only about 20 cases, however, have such clinics been
established as integral units of the school organization. Other
auspices under which they are operating include State or city
departments of health or welfare; State, county, or city hos-
pitals; universities or university hospitals; soçieties for mental
hygiene; juvenile courts; and private foundations. Wherever
clinics have been established, some service istendered to children
referred by the schools.

Should school systems attempt to build up their own full-
time clinical organizations of this highly specialized type P

Present trends seem to indicate that this type of specialized
clinic, restricted in general to the consideration of behavior and
personality problems, does not lend itself easily to school organ-
ization except in cities in which the population served is so large
that the various functions of guidance can be assigned to dif-
ferent bureaus and coordinated through the central office. How-
ever, every school system has the responsibility for developing a
child-guidance program which will make available to every child

i 'who needs it intensive clinical attention covering his physical,
mental, emotional, and social needs. In meeting this responsi-
bility, it should utilize every source of specialized assistance
available in the city, county, or State.

To what agencies can rural communities look for specialized
assistance P

For rural communities, as well as for many small urban dis-
tricts, one of the most logical sources of highly specialized assist-
ance is either the State or the county. Through a properly

,
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,4eroordinated plan the same clinical specialists can serve several
school districts within the county- or in somee cases the entire
county. Several programs have beAl developed on this basis out-
side the schools, but serving school children, as, for example, in
Essex County, N. J148 through a community project; in Milwau-
kee County, Wis.,47 through a tax-supported mental hygiene
clinic ; and in Rockland County, N. IT,4R through a 'State hospital
located in the county. Similany, if adequate coordination ob-
tains, an effectitve service can be built up through traveling
clinics, with a State department as the basis of operations, as,
for example, in Massachusetts," through die State department
of mental diseases; and, of more recent initiation, in Maryland,"
through the State department of health.

6

What are the advantages and disadvantages of such a plan?
One of the major problems encountered in any clinical organi-

zation the source of which is remote from the schools is the lack
of opportunity on the part of the clinical specialists to become
intimately acquainted with existing educational practices and
school facilities in the local communities. Coupled with this is
the difficulty encountered by a traveling clinic in following up'a case or in advising with teacher or principar regarding its
adjustment. In order to be able to make recommendations that
are practical as well as scientifically sound, it is important that
the specialist know not only his patient but also the possibilities
and the limitations of the school, the home, and the community
in which the patient lives--with a clear vision, foo, of how the
existing possibilities may be capitalized and improved.

On the other hand, through the use of a traveling clinic, a
given school district lats the benefit of a tolly objective ap-
proach to the child's problem by one not connected with the
school system, as well as the advantage of profiting from the
clinic's experience with other school districts which it has visited.If the disadvantages of infrequent contacts and lack of mutual
understanding and cooperation can be corrected, the development
of child-guidance services emanating from a State or county
department, whether in the school system or out of it, appears
to have significant possibilities for small communities, partic-
ularly in-rural areas.

I.

«See p. 21.
"See p. 24.
See p. 10.
"See p. 19.
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Lacking the availability of clinical assistance from State or
county, what can a county school superintendent do to
initifitiac a. child guidance P

The experience of school administrators in certain counties of
California Ill should be helpful in answering this question. Every
encouragement is given in that State by both educational and
welfare authorities to develop local interest in the mental health
of all children in the schools and to utilize whatever facilities are
available for child guidance, even though they may not ificlude
psychiatric service. A county supervisor of guidance in the
schools, a visiting teacher or other case worker, a school psychol-
ogist, or a school counselor might constitute the nucleus of a
program of case conferences that will eventually draw into
active participation all the principals and teachers of the county.
In some cases a limited amount of psychiatric service may be
available on a volunteer basis from a private practitioner. Orig-
inating with the schools and permeating them with the clinical
point of view, such a program may exert a vital influence upon
classroom practice for the mental health of all pupils.

kow can a city school system proceed to inaugurate a clinical
program P

Granting the existence of even a limited guidance and adjust-
ment program for the children in the schools, the procedure used
in eipanding such a function may be much the same as in a
county school system, discussed in the preceding paragraph.
In the absence of psychiatric services, a qualified school psychol-
ogist, an attendance worker with a social vision of his respon-
sibilities, a visiting teacher or other case worker can, with the
cooperation of the school physician, carry on effective clinical
service for many cases of behavior difficulties if given 'enough
time for the work. The type of program carried on in Santa
Barbara 62 and in other small cities in California is illustrative
of constructive efforts in which the schools themselves take an
important part without extensive specialized savice. In both
counties and cities, however, every attempt should be made to
locate either withii or without the school system a psychiatrist.
versed in child guidance whose services can be made a part of
the total program.

Sometimes several adjoining cities can make arrangements
for the financial support of a clinical project whicli no one of

See p. 22.
" Bee p. 26.
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7' them could provide alone, as, for example, in the case of Rock

Island and Moline, 111.,53 or of Champaign and Urbana,54 in the
same State. Social-welfare agencies existing in the community
may supplement the case work furnished by the schools; and
the school or city health department might contribute the neededhealth services. In effecting a cooperative program of this typeit is most important to have a clear understanding of the areasto be served by each agency, as well as a well-planned inter-
change of records among them.

If a clinical unit is organized, in what division of a schoolsystem does it logically belong P
If a city is large enough to warrant the employment of a full-time child psychiatrist who is conversant with modern educa-tional philosophy, a full clinical unit might be set up, with the

psychiatrist as director, responsible to the superintendent or
associate superintendent. This procedure is favored by psychi-atric authorities. However, in most city school systems apsychiatrist is, likely to be employed for part ti P only. Inthat case present practice is in favor of includin all provisionsfor the study and treatment of behavior problems as a sectionwithin the general program of child study or pupil adjustment.This arrangement is justified by educ: nal administrative
authorities on tile basis of the facts (1) that there. is seldom anisolation of a behavior problem as such, apa from 11 ; eating !or causal factors found within the educat al istory o thechild; and (2) that the preventive functions o a program ofguidance and adjustment for all children are legitimate aspectsof a child-guidance organization.

Folio !,!:ru tout such a plan, the school system may employ oneor more full-time psychologists, case workers, and school phy-sicians. A psychiatrist is employed for a stated number ofhours per week. These constitute the clinical staff, but the full-time workers have, in addition to their duties of a strictly clini-cal nature, other responsibilities related to the entire school sys-tem. Thus one finds in Berkeley," Calif., a behavior research,clinic operating within the division of guidance, placement, andpersonnel. In Pasadena " the clinical service is part of thedepartment of guidance. In Erie," Pa., and Rochester," N. Y.,
See p.

"See p. 81.
See p. 41.
BeeIs p.

"See p. 84.
" See p. 51.
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it is a unit within the department f child study and special
education. in Providence," R. I., it operates within the depart-
ment of research and guidance. Such an allocation seems to

- facilitate the necessary coordination of the. various pupil-ad-
justment services that the school system has to give.

How much does a child guidance clinic cost?
It has been estimated 6° that, in cities of approximately 200,000

population, the budget of a full-time community clinic might
be about $20,000 per year. This would. include the 'services of a
full-time psychiatrist, a full-time psychologist, two or three full-
time psychiatric .social workers, and two or three clerks. How-
ever, in school systems in which the clihical service is only one
phase of a larger program of pupil adjustment, and in which
members of the clinical staff perform other related duties, it is
difficult to arrive at any standards of cost for clinica1 work alone.
One school system in a city of appioxiitaiely 450,000 population
reports total annual salaries for its department of child guidance,
which is directed by a full-time psychiatrist, as amounting to
$25,820. Another school system in a city of 250,000 reports an-
nual salaries allocated to the clinic service, including the imount
paid to a part-time psychiatrist, but excluding the salaries .of
school physicians who give time to the clinic, of sombwhat more
than .,!,000. In a city with a population of 80,000 the special sal-
ary budget is reported as about $5,006: This includes the amount
paid to a part-time psychiatrist, a part-time pediatrician, a full-
time visiting teacher, and a half-time clerk. Additional serv-
ices are: contributed to the clinic by e*chool counselors, school
nurses, and school mental examiners. in smaller cities it be-
comes increasingly difficult to isolate the clinical costs, these
being an integral part of the costs of pupil-adjustment work
as a whole.

What specific means will promote the active participation of
principals and teachers in the cjinical program?

A child guidance clinical semi& has not achieved its ultimate
goal until every principal, teacher, ind supervisor in t,,40 school
system becomes conscious of the mental heilth- 'needs of the
pupils and is able to cooperate with the clinic in the preventive
aspects of its work. Through pre-service and in-service train-
ing they can become active participauts in the clinical program,

st_

*See p. 45.
0 Stevenson, George S., and Smith, Geddes. Op, eit., p. 55.
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detecting incipient cases of maladjustment and applying the
general 'principles of mental hygiene in the classroom. The
following .have been found to 4be effective means of bringing
principals and teachers into close relationship to the clinical
service:

1. Appointnient of an advisory council of .principals to
consult with the director of the child guidance unit on
problems of child guidance as related to school manage-
ment.

2. Professional courses for principals and teachers in the
principles of child guidance.

3. Round-table conferences of groups of teachers and prin-
cipals to discuss the application of child guidance to the
clasroom.

4. Referral of cases initiating as school problems through
the teacher and the principal, or at lea t with their
knowledge and understanding.

5. Cooperation of teacher in writing case history.
6. Holding of clinic in school building in which the child

is enrolled.
7. Presence of child's teacher at case conferences, with dis-

cussion of specific difficulties which she can help to
adjust.

8. Reports both to and from the teacher on progress of theo

case.

What is the relationship of the clinical service tó the total
school program?

The purpose f a clinical child guidance program is not limited
to the adjustment of a comparatively small number of serious
'behavior problems. As already indicated, its influence should
be preventive as well as remedial, and its service should be
directly or indirectly to all the children in the schöol system.
Moreover, psychological findings concerning the abilities and
disabilities of children should help supervisors and teachers to
make adequate curricular adjustments. Social work which
brings information concerning home and community environ-
ment should iissist in developing for all children a. close coopera-
tion between school and home. Physical findings ,shöuld. in-
dicate the importance of nutrition and other provisions to meet
the needs of all types of physically handicapped pupils. Psy-
chiatric diagnoses and recommend.ations should point to desir-
able changes in the entire school admiftistration and '4W.

.
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adjustment: measures conducive to rileeting the emotional needs-
of all children. Finally, an effective child guidance program-
will be reflected in a .rhore cáreful selection of te-achers, witfi
attention to desirable, personality and emotion id adjustment on
the part cif candidates as welt as to their iutellettuil qualifica-
tions: When the influence of an eikiently siaffed and efficiently
ccinduct:ed child guidance clinic has thus permeated and affected
school practices throughout. ihe system,its centribution to the
total guidance program is Of maximal import.

The director of the bureau of child guidance of the New York
City pulAic schools points out some of the specific areas in which
mental hygiene clinicians should be of service to the school sys-
tem. After calling attention to the outstanding need of the
the mental hygienist's contribution in the selection of candidates
for teacherlraining insitutions and teaching positions, he says: 61

It is not possible discuss even briefly the many opp6rtunit1bs that
the field of education offers for the application of mental hygiene prin-
ciples. The type of examinations children should receive on entèring
school; practical methods of giving these examinations and the fre-
quency with which they should be repeated ; homogeneous versus
heterogeneous groupings ; 100 percent promotions; sex education; the
place -of religions training in public-school education ; vocational and
educationkl guidance; the:activity program ; the funior high school and
its 'ethic:fees on the genek.al,school organization ; and the changes taking
place in the type of studént now entering high school are samples of
problems to be found in school systems, the ultimate solution of which
involves the knowledge, experlen7ct? and cooperative actfon of both educa-tori anticlinielans in mental hygk4.

8".

What _means can be used to coordinate effectively the com-
munity minute's for clinical service P

,
Community .resources established in the interests pf wholesOme-

dhil0 dévelopnlAt frequently find themselves duplicating pi in-
upon pne Anothees -!terrices. In order tò prevent such

duplication, to promotti 'dorresponding économy ot time and
effort,. and to minimize the niimber of agencies oepersons dealing
*ith- the same cases, a pIan of coordination in which all cooperat-

. ing agencies have 'a part is essential ta the, success of a child-
guidance program. Whetherlithe sotrce of service be the city, the
abtinty, or the Stateor even a vonibinatioft of theseLthe area
of eq.& agency should be cleirly defined tot the satisfaCtion of all.
concerned and with a speCific understanding of the activities
expected- of each. To tie most effective, such coordination must
bi) itroluntary.--not legislated into being. Its chief impetus tiomes

7.

fa O'Brien, Frank J. Educating for mental health. The American journal of erase- ,peyebiatrwl 9: 2716406, April 1pe.a.,
.
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from the desire to cooperate in serving the children of thecom4unity.
One of the most effective media devised to date .through which

coordinatiowcan be given tangible expressioq is i6.coordinating
or community council, consisting of representatives of the variousakencies in the community concerned witt human needs. At reg-ularly scheduled meetings problems of mútual interest arè dis-cussed, individual cases may be considered, responsibility Mraction assigned, and folloiv-up reports received. It is not a.clini-cal group but it is a spiDnor of the clitnical program as one of the
means through which it can make its united services for the chil-dren of the community effective. Child guidance is clearly notthe sole responsibi4ty of any one agency. Regardless of whereit is centered, its work will be well done only when the coordi-nated resources of all agencies are at the disposal of a singlechild who needs them. Because of their stratetic position in rela-

_ tion to all the children of all the people, the schools have at their
°very doors a challenging opportunityand responsibilityforleadership in such a program.
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A GUIDE TO STATES, COUNTIES, CITIES, AND CLINICAL
AGENCIES REFERRED TO IN THIS BULLETIN

NormThis Is not an exhaustive list of localities or school syst6ms marked byclinical programs for child guidance within the schools or of clinical agenciescontributing to such programs. It presents only those concerning whichmaterial has been contributed for this bulletin and which furnish examplesof the types of programs carried on.
Ann Arbor, Mich., 28-29.
Baltimore, Md.. 19. 45, 60. 62.
Baltimore County. Md., 19.
Berkeley, Calif., 41-42. 44. 69.
Berman Foundation, Niagara Falls. N. Y., 38.
Boston, Mass., 10.
California. 16. 18-19. 68 ; Berkeley, 41-42, 44,

69 ; Long Beach, 40-41 ; Los Angeles, 45.
59; Oakland, 60 ; Pasadena, 3748, 39, 44.
69; Santa Barbara, 19, 26-28. 68 ; South-
ern California Society for Mental Hygiene,
88; State Department of Institutions, Bu-
reau of Juvenile Research, 18. 19, 22 ; Ven-
tura County, 19. 22-23.

Champaign, Ill., 31-32, 69.
Chicago, Ill.. V. 32, 45, 59.
Children's Center, Detroit. Mich.. 28.
Cincinnati. Ohio, 45, 60, 62.
Cleveland, Ohio, 45. 59.
Connecticut% State Department of Health. Bu-

reau of Mental Hygiene, 23.
Delaware, State Hospital, 36 ; Wilming-

ton, 36.
Des Moines, Iowav87.
Detroit, Mich.. 28, 45..54-56. 60.
East Moline State Hospital. Ill., 30.
Erie, Pa., 34-36, 69.
Essex County, N. J.. 24. 53, 67.
Eugene, Oreg., 28, 46.
Gary, Ind" 40.
Illinois, Champaign.. 31-82, 69 ; Chicago, V,

82. 45, 59 ; East Moline State Hospital, 30 ;

Moline, 80-31, 69 ; Rock Island, 30-31, 69 ;

State Deparjment of Social Welfare, Insti-
tute of Juvenile Research, 23, 41114 32 ; Uni-
versity of, 81; Urbana, 81-82, 69 ; Win-
netka, 25-26.

Indiana, Gary, 40.
Iowa, Des Moines, 87.
Jersey City, N. J., 45, 48-51.
Johns Hopkins University Hospital, Md:, 20.
Long Beach, Calif., 40-41.
Los Angeles, Calif., 45, 59.
Maryland, 19-21, 67 ; Baltimore, 19. 45, 60,

62 ; Baltimore County, 19 ;, Johns Hopkins
University Hospital, 20; State Department
of Health, Bureau of Child Hygiene, 20, 67.

Massachusetts, 10-15, 16, 82, 67; Boston, 10;
State Department of Mental Diseases, Divi-

sion of Mental Deficiency, 10, 12, 13 ; State
Department of Mental Diseases, Division
of Mental Hygiene, 10, 11 ; Metropolitan
State Hospital. 29, 30 ; Waltham, 29-30.

Metropolitan State Hospital. Mass., 29, 30.
Michigan, Ann Arbor, 28-29 ; Child Guidance

Inaltute, 23; Children's Center, Detroit,
28 : Detroit, 28. 45, 54-56. 60; Muskegon,
29 ; State Welfare Department, 23; Tra-
verse 4it5 State Hospital, 29 ; University
of, 28.

Milwaukee County, Wis., 21-22, 24, 67.
Minneapolis. Minn.. 45, 5. 4.
Minnesota, Minneapo 45. 53-54 ; Univer-sity of, 23.
Moline, nit 30-31, 69.
Muskegon, Mich., 29.
National Committee for Mental Hygiene, 5.

7, 9, 65,
Newark, N.
New Jersey.

City, 45,

66.
J., 45, 52-53, 59.
Essex County, 24. 53, 67; Jersey
48-51 ; Newark, 45, 52-53, 59State Department of Institutions and

'Agencies, 23.
New York City, N. Y.. 45, 56-59, 60, 72.
New York (State). New York City, 45, 56-59.

60. 72; Niagara Falls. 38 ; Rochester, 45,51-52, ;%! ; Rockland 'County. 24. 67; Rbck-
land State Hospital, 24 ; State DepartMent
of Mental Hygiene. Division of Prevention,23; Strong Memorial Hospital. 51; Syra-
cuse, 45.

Niagara Falls, N. Y.. 38.
Oakland, Calif., 60.
Ohio, Cincinnati, 45. 60, 62; ClevOank, 45,59; State Department of Publie Welfare.Buread of Juvenile Research, 23.
Oregon, 15-16, 17; Eugene, 28, 46 ; Portland,

45, 46-48 ; University of, 15. 17, 28, 46;
Wasco County, 16.

Pasadena, Calif., 37-38, 39. 44, 69.
Pennsylvania, Erie, 34-36, 69 ; State Depart-ment of Welfare, Bureau of Mental Health,28; Philadelphia, 45, 59 ; Pittsburgh, 45 ;

University of, V; Warren State Hospital 35.Perry Center, Ann Arbor, Mich., 28-29.
Philadelphia, Pa., 45, 59.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 45. (s

Portland, Oreg., 45, 46-48.
Providence, R. I., 45-46, TO.
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Rhode Island, Providence, 45-46, 70 ; Society
for Mental Hygiene, 46 ; State Hospital, 46.

1Rochester, N. Y., 45. 51-52, 69.
Rock Island, Ill., 30-31, 69.
Rockland County, N. Y., 24, 67.
Rockland State Hospital, N. Y.. 24.
Santa Itarbara, Calif., 19, 26-28, 68.
Seattle, Wash., 45, 60.
Southern California Society for Mental Hy-

giene, 38.
Strong Memorial Hospital, Rocbestdt, N. Y..

51.
Syracuse, N. Y., 45.
Traverse City State Hospital, Mich., 29.
University of Illinois, 31.
University of Michigan, 28.
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University of Minnesota. 23.
University of Oregon, 15, 17, 28, 46.
University of Pennsylvania, V.
Urbana, Ill., 31-32, 69.
Ventura County, Calif., 19, 22-23.
Virginia, State Department of Public Welfare,

Bureau of Mental Hygiene. 23.
Waltham, Mass., 29-30.
Warren State Hospital, Pa., 35.
Wasco County, Oreg., 16.
Washington, Seattle, 45.
Wilmington, Del., 86.
Winnetka, Ill., 25-26.
Wisconsin, Milwaukee County, 21-22, 24, 67;

State Department of Mental Hygiene, Divi.
sion of Prevention, 28.
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